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INTRODUCTION
My first impression as I walked through Pleasantville, New York's
neighborhood of forty-eight Usonian houses, was of the intimate atmosphere
created by the narrow curving roads imder a canopy of trees; each house tucked
away in its own little forest. Intrigued by this development, I discovered it was a
1950's co-operative organized by David Henken, plaimed by Frank Lloyd Wright,
and brought to fruition by the residents. Work at the town's Land Records
Department showed that several residents shared surnames; was this some kind
of family enclave in the woods? No, orUy a few members of the conmiunity are
related, but the residents do describe the forty-eight households as one large
extended family. The chain of title research also showed that this was a stable
commuruty; only thirteen houses have had a change in ownership and six of
those were transfers to second generation Usonians.
Secondary sources on Wright and his Usonian houses offered very little
information on the site. Why was Pleasantville not discussed in the books about
Frank Lloyd Wright? It could be that the project is overshadowed by his larger
works of the 1950's, that he designed only three of the houses in Usonia n 1, or
that there just had not been a complete study of the area. Whatever the reason,
it has allowed me to fill a necessary niche in architectural research. This paper
acts as an introduction to the topic, to be supplemented by the archive of written
and oral materials that has been collected by an original resident, Roland Reisley.
His primary information on the community is an important document and in

time Reisley will write about his Usonian experiences and those of his neighbors.
Turning to primary sources, I was fortunate to be able to interview several
residents who were original owners. Due to scheduling conflicts, interviewing
all the members of Usonia was a Sisyphian task, so I developed a survey which
was sent to forty-four additional residents. Twenty-two were returned, many
with two- or three-page responses, full of good leads for more research.
Mildred Resnick, an original resident and widow of Usonia n architect
Aaron Resnick, made the generous donation of her husband's drawings to
Columbia University's Avery Archives. Assisted by Janet Parks, the curator of
architectural drawings, I was able to view the Aaron Resnick Collection and
Frank Lloyd Wright's Pleasantville drawings in the Avery Archives.
A third source of primary information was the Getty Center for the
History of Arts and the Humanities, whose archives contain letters between Mr.
Wright and the residents of Usonia n. Wright's own texts and articles provided
the needed background to the development. By comparing his motivations with
that of other 1950's suburbs, it was dear that Pleasantville's community is
noteworthy among its contemporaries. It represents the less traveled of two
paths leading to 1950's suburban developments, these being the Garden City
(1898) and Broadacre City (1934). Ebenezer Howard's model for the Garden City
underlies American suburbs of the 1920's. Although faced with the same
challenge as early suburban plaimers, Frank Uoyd Wright offered a variation
with his Broadacre City. This approach, not seen as often as those motivated by
Howard's ideas, was rarely realized, and no where else was the complex as large

as the Pleasantville project. Usonia n is similar to its fellow suburbs in that it
incorporates houses with a natural setting, the residents are dependent upon
cars, and it was a response to the growing need for affordable family housing.
There must be an effort made to preserve Usonia n as a way to educate others
about the co-operative movement of the 1950's, the lesser known works of
Wright, and the second influence on American suburbs.
The completion of this thesis is due in part to the thoughtful advice and
editing of David De Long and Ruth Durack. I also want to thank the members of
the University of Pennsylvania's Stouffer College House, my family, friends, and
especially Rob, for putting up with me during these trying thesis times. Finally, a
special thanks goes to the founders of Usonia H, whose courage and persistence
in this living experiment resulted in a successful suburban community.

CHAPTER ONE : PREWAR SUBURBS IN THE UNITED STATES
THE ANGLO-AMERICAN TRADITION
During the 1920's, the United States saw a rapid increase in suburban
communities that featured green spaces around the residences. These
American settlements were patterned after European and nineteenth American
models, the most well known being Ebenezer Howard's Garden City (fig. 1.1).
Motivated by overcrowding, rampant disease, and the aesthetic coarseness of
runeteenth century London, this English sodal theorist sought to create a healthy
dty that would exhibit the positive attributes of both town and country. As
discussed in Howard's book. Garden Cities of To-morrow (1898), the resulting
dty was a series of concentric rings emanating from a central park around which
dvic and institutional functions were dustered. Residences were separated from
industry by further green space, and the entire town was ringed by farm units
and cow pastures. The Garden City was to have a density of thirty people per
acre, offering the residents a self-suffident community near an urban center. In
one of the actual sites where Howard's theories were put into practice, Welwyn,
England, the density fell to four people per acre. ^ Here he proposed housing
surrounded by open space and a lower f)opulation density, setting a precedent

which was followed by later suburbs of the Anglo-American tradition.
This late nineteenth century practice of combining a vegetated environ-
ment and new planned developments made its way across the Atlantic Ocean in
the next decades with Forest Hills Gardens, Sunnyside Gardens, and Radbum.
These sites represent the third wave of suburban communities in the United
States; the first housing the upper class. "Plaimed suburbs of the antebellum
years had been rare and exclusive havens for the wealthy, who could afford
leisurely trips into town in their own horse-drawn carriages."2 These develop-
ments featured curved streets, a characteristic that set suburbs apart from urban
areas. Beginning with Philadelphia in 1682, most American cities chose to
organize themselves in a regular grid. "The carving of the nation into a giant
gridiron culminated in the Homestead Act of 1862, which divided each square
mile into quarter sections of 160 acres, all bordered by straight lines."^ Planners
of mid-nineteenth century suburbs rejected the rigidity of grids for less formal
winding roads. Frederick Law Olmsted's 1868 design of Riverside, Illinois
featured "curved roadways.. .to 'suggest and imply leisure, contemplativeness,
and happy tranquility;' the grid, according to Olmsted, was 'too stiff and formal
for such adornment and rusticity as should be combined in a model suburb.""*
A second phase of suburban growth was linear and housed members of
the working middle class.
For the first time in the history of the world,
middle-class families in the late nineteenth century
could reasonably expect to buy a detached home on an
accessible lot in a safe and sanitary environment.
Because streetcars were quick and inexpensive, because
land was cheaper in suburbs than in cities, and because

houses were typically put up using the balloon-frame
method, the real price of shelter in the United States
was lower than in the Old World. ^
Communities of the 1870's developed around public transportations lines, which
earned them the name of 'streetcar suburbs.'
A third wave of developments is marked by a decreased dependence on
public transit and the growing importance of the automobile. The age of the
motor car meant that no longer was the car just for weekend adventxires, but
rather a way to commute to work and now one could live miles from down-
town. The popularity of car ovmership in the United States is illustrated by the
statistic that "motor vehicle registration jumped from 9 million in 1920 to 20
million in 1930."6 Communities were able now to readily entice urbanites
beyond the dty limits, so that "two years after the First World War the total
suburban population surrounding cities of 50,000 or more topped 15 million.
Over 15 percent of the total national population had become suburban."^
Besides the shift in transportation modes and town planning coupled with green
spaces, suburban growth in America was also a response to the growing
emphasis on the family. Statistics show that families of the 1920's were again
growing; "between 1871 and 1875, there were approximately 3.5 children per
woman in the United States at that time. This figure dropped to 2.2 children per
woman between 1906 and 1910. By 1955 the figure jumped up again to 3.3
children."8
While the average American family size was increasing, suburbs such as
Forest Hills Gardens (1912) were being designed in the maimer of Howard's
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Garden City. The Russell Sage Foundation developed this "railroad suburb,
some 9 miles from Manhattan, where Grosvenor Atterbury's plan is clearly
derivative from Chicago's Riverside and London's Bedford park."9 Located in
Queens, New York, this development (fig. 1.4) was divided by three wide main
streets that directed traffic through the community and several secondary roads,
lined with large front lav^ms, which were narrower and quieter than the
thorough fares.lO Forest Hills Gardens was created to harmonize houses and
open spaces, and was a predessor to other developments designed in the
Anglo-American tradition during the next decade.
In Gwendolyn Wright's work Building The Dream , she devotes an entire
chapter to planned residential communities of the 1920's and the goal of housing
the family unit. This was seen as a national priority by President Hoover who
viewed "stable homes [as] the bulwark of good citizenship. Private homes
encouraged individuality; and residential construction, together with real-estate
investments, played key roles in the national economy."^! The advocacy of
private home ownership by an American president dates back as far as Jefferson.
He examined the issue, "How could Americans create an environment that
protected the respect of order, self-suffidency, and spirituality they held
common, without imposing on the freedom of each individual and each family
to live as they pleased? The answer was the concept of the model home."12 in
order to house the twentieth century representatives of American morality
while simultaneously assisting the nation's economy, "a broad coalition of
developers and realtors, architects and builders, government officials and

sociologists, interior decorators and housewives, union leaders and urban
reformers, engineered the residential patterns of the 1920's."^3 One
organization created at this time was New York's City Housing Corporation,
which commissioned architects Clarence Stein and Henry Wright to design
Simnyside Gardens (1924-28) and Radbum, New Jersey (1928).14
The plans for Stmnyside Gardens in Queens (1924-28) emphasized the
family urut in a natural setting, in the tradition of Howard's planning principles.
The design of Suimyside Gardens (fig. 1.2) continued the city's grid and grouped
houses to allow for central courtyards with the buildings occupying only thirty
percent of the block. ^^ The "large interior courtyards,...were co-operatively
owned and maintained. Each group of residents decided how to use their court:
for common playgrounds or, in later years, dividing it into conventional
backyards."16 It was viewed as "a model suburb of row houses and detached
dwellings,... [which sought] to balance the public and the private, they provided
communal yards and small private gardens, uniform architecture and
personalized brick detailing an each house."^'' While this development offered
residents an alternative to dty dwelling, it was not taken as a model as frequently
as was the team's next plan.
Stein and Wright's second project for the City Housing Corporation was
Radbum, Jersey (1928) (fig. 1.3), which separated the residents from the auto-
mobile by pedestrian paths, overpasses, and tunnels. So while the car was a vital
family member, one could also live in an attractive green area. All the houses
had the area traditionally known as the front yard at the back of the house and
8

joined to cominimal open space; the 'back' of the house was near the street.
Adjacent to the housing groups were apartment buildings, a school, and
shopping center. ^8 Radbum residents were to be "white-collar families with
children, a car, and a decent, but not high, income,"^^ hoping to live in a
communal atmosphere with nature, while enjoying the appurtenances of city
life. This American notion differs from Howard's original intent to have garden
dties act as self-sufficient towns, near a large urban center. In the Anglo-
American tradition, there is more of an emphasis on the use of vegetation
around house sites, which is seen in the progression from the 'suburban-like'
urban areas of the 1910's to the self-contained 'park-like' suburbs of the 1920's.
This strong desire for abundant park land and auto accessibility are two of the
motivating factors in the prewar communities; the third is the cost.
Government financing brought owning one's own home within the reach
of more and more Americans, and contributed to the spread of suburbs.
Programs like the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), which was created
under the National Housing Act of 1934, worked "to stimulate the moderate-cost
private-housing market."20 The FHA was to achieve this end through low-
interest, long-term mortgages.
At that time, loans were available only for 40-50
percent of the appraised value of a house, repayable in
three to five years at interest rates of 5-9 percent. The
FHA, on the other hand, provided for loans of up to 80
percent of a home's value, maturities up to twenty
years, and amortization at 5-6 percent, payable by small
monthly installments. Bankers who agreed to the
FHA terms were guaranteed recovery of a certain sum
from the government in the event of default. ^1
9

This financing, in many cases, made buying a home cheaper than renting. In
1939, the FHA sponsored a development of tract houses near Wilmington,
Delaware. "The Wilmington Construction Company was able to offer the home
for $5,150. The FHA mortgage guarantee meant that purchasers needed only
$550 for a down payment and an incredible $29.61 monthly charge for twenty-
five years to the bank."^ The incentive was clear: why live in the dty if the
suburbs are more spacious, more vegetated, allow for private home ownership,
and are also less expensive?
The federal government was not only involved in providing the financial
means to purchase a home, it was also involved in the plaiming of suburbs.
The three Greenbelt Towns (1935-38) were self-contained satellite communities
sponsored by the Resettlement Administration (RA), a New Deal program. The
goal of the project was described by an RA official, Rexford G. Tugwell, as follows,
"My idea was to go just outside centers of population, pick up cheap land, build a
whole community, and entice people into them. Then go back into the dties and
tear down whole slums and make parks of them."23 These new towns offered
residents housing, shopping, schools, employment opportunities, and recreation
space. This model did not become popular because of the linuted potential for
growth, if the greenbelt was to be maintained. Moreover their proximity to
Washington D.C., Cinndnati, and Milwaukee made property values dimb as the
land was needed for highways and further growth of the dties. The RA was
dissolved in 1938 and following War World H, the houses, land and public
facilities were sold to individuals. 24 These events signaled the end of govem-
10

ment planned autonomous garden cities, but not the government's interest in
supplying citizens the financial means of home ownership.
Ironically, the FHA and Frank Lloyd Wright's model of Broadacre City
were created in the same year, 1934. The FHA was to be a major barrier in the
way of Wright's new ideas of architectural design and the use of materials. His
planned communities were rarely realized due to the criticism of the FHA,
which controlled the residents' ability to obtain mortgages. ^ Wright's proposal
for a truly American architecture varied from his contemporaries' working in
the Anglo-American tradition, who were designing new towns and reorganizing
urban/suburban areas. Instead, Wright was applying his theories of organic
architecture, including decentralization, to create a union between city and
country. He opted not to bring portions of the country into the city, but rather
to spread the dty over the entire countryside.
WRIGHTS BROADACRE CITY
Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) was an architect noted for innovations in
architecture and regional design. His principles of organic architecture came
from a variety of sources, including the Froebel block system of learning spatial
relationships, the works of the New England Transcendentalists, and his mentor
Chicago architect Louis Sullivan. ^^ According to Wright's organic design theory
the house and nature were to be one. "A building should appear to grow easily
from its site and be shaped to harmonize with its surroundings if Nature is
manifest there, and if not try to make it as quiet, substantial and organic as She
11

would have been were the opportunity Hers."27 This approach intensifies the
Anglo-American tradition; the house is not placed in nature, but grows from it,
and the border between house and landscape disappears.
Wright's early- and mid-twentieth century version of regional design
included his organic principles as well as incorporate purely American notions
of land ownership, density, individuality, and democracy. He wrote of the
United States, "this nation conceived in liberty where all men were to have
equal opportunity before the law; where vast territory, riches untouched, were
inherited by all the breeds of the earth desiring freedom and courageous enough
to come and take domain on the terms of the pioneer."28 America's wealth of
land plus its brave individuals were the focus of Wright's scheme for a new dty.
During a 1930 Kahn lecture at Princeton, Wright explained an alternative
to the current division of land as being either urban or rural. Wright disagreed
with land speculation, and said that "The only answer to life today is to get back
to the good ground."29 Wright asked:
Why, where there is so much idle land, should it be
parceled out by realtors to families, in strips 25', 50', or
even 100' wide? This imposition is a survival of
feudal thinking, of the social economies practiced by
and upon the serf. An acre to the family should be the
democratic minimum if this machine of ours is a
success!. ..An important feature of the coming
disintegration of the Usonian city may be seen in any
and every service station along the highway. The
service station is future city service in embryo. Each
station that happens to be naturally located will as
naturally grow into a neighborhood distribution
center, meeting place, restaurant, rest room, or
whatever else is needed. A thousand centers as city
12

equivalents to every town or city center v^e now have,
will be the result of this advance agent of
decentralization. ^0
With each family settling on one acre, the nation would be less dense and allow
the individual to decide how the land was to be developed.
Some of Wright's theories on architecture and regional design were
compiled into text when he began writing, at the insistence of his wife,
Olgivanna. 3^ Wright published two books in 1932, An Autobiography and The
Disappearing City. In both Wright discusses the Usonian City which will replace
the 'disappearing dty' of the day that he describes as: "This 'ideal' dty relegates
the human individual to, say, pigeon-hole 337611, shelf 522, block F, avenue A,
street 127...Thus all strife is ended. The harmony of inertia obtains. Nolition [sic]
has arrived! Irmocuous desuetude [sic]."32 To free the unfortimate person
trapped in this kind of dty, Wright developed a dty for the future.
Broadacre City was plaimed to decentralize the dty horizontally and to
indude green spaces as well as all the necessary aspects of an American's life. "A
dty of native creative ability, its advantages, we hope to see, turning the
capabilities of the machine spread for the human being, not stacked against him.
We have earned good right to speak of this dty of tomorrow, the city of
Democracy, indulging in no double-talk, as the City of Broad Acres."^^
A model of Broadacre City (fig. 1.5) was made in 1934 by apprentices at
Taliesin and funded by Edgar Kaufmaim, Sr. It "measured twelve by twelve feet,
eight inches and was constructed of wood at a scale of one inch to seventy-five
feet. This represented four square miles of land or, as defined more traditionally,
13

four US Public Land Survey sections for a total of 2^60 acres. This
four-square-mile area, reportedly, would accommodate about 1,400 families or
dwelling units."^ Wright explained that this represented the dty of the future.
In the City of Yesterday ground space was reckoned by
the square foot. In the City of Tomorrow growth space
will be reckoned by the acre: an acre to the family. This
seems a modest minimum if we consider that if all the
ir\habitants of the world were to stand upright together
they would scarcely occupy the island of Bermuda.
And reflect that in these United States there is more
than 57 acres of land, each, for every man, woman, and
child within its borders.
On this basis of an acre to the family architecture
would come again into the service, not of the landlord,
but of the man himself as an organic feature of his
own ground. Architecture would no longer be merely
adapted, commercialized space to be sold and resold by
taximeter - no more standing room than competition
demands.
Ground space is the essential basis of the new dty of a
new life. ^^
The model of Wright's Broadacre City (fig. 1.6) was displayed at Philadelphia's
Gimbel Brothers in January of 1951 as part of his exhibit "Sixty Years of Living
Architecture." In a 1951 conversation with Oskar Stonorov, a Philadelphia
architect who coordinated the exhibit, Wright defined Broadacre City as, "an
attack upon the cultiiral lag of our sodety. The model attempts to show how
more humane use of our vast leverage, the machine, could now be used to better
advantage in order to free the dtizen by way of his own architecture.""^ Seeking
to decentralize population density and celebrate the individual, Wright proposed
14

his Broadacre City, but it was never fully realized.
During the years Wright was creating some of his most important designs,
Fallingwater (1936-7), the Johnson Wax Building (1937-9), and the Herbert
Johnson House (1938), he was also "at work on a new concept for moderate cost
housing which he called the Usonian House."37 His goal was to create a more
democratic environment, achieved by "bringing the arts, agriculture, and
industry in a harmonious whole, [then]...the artificial divisions set up between
urban and rural life would be broken down."38 xhis was to take place in a
nation called Usonia.
The term Usonia is said to have been created by philosopher, Samuel
Butler (1835-1902), in his novel Erewhon of 1872. This first person narrative
centers around the travels of an English shepherd through a land where illness
is criminal, machinery outlawed, and vegetables revered. Although Wright
gave credit for the invention of the word Usonia to Butler, it seems not be found
in the text. 39
In the Architectural Forum issue of January 1948, Wright explained the
derivation of the word Usonia as follows:
In those early days when nearly everybody who wanted to
build a house asked what 'style' our houses were, it would
have simpUfied matters greatly if we could have said 'this
is the Usonian Style.' But the name came much later
from the great originator of the modem reaUstic novel,
Samuel Butler. In the work he called 'Erewhon,' he
pitied us for having no real name for ourselves. He
suggested the word Usonia as embodying the real
meaning of the word union - the States United - I as
having also desirable euphony. 40
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This question is still open to discussion since it is not answered, but one
possiblity solution is that Wright invented Usonia. John Sergeant notes in,
Frank Lloyd Wright 's Usonian Houses , that "it has been suggested that Wright
picked up the name on his first European trip in 1910 when there was talk of
calling the U.S.A. 'U-S-O-N-A,' to avoid confusion with the new Union of South
Africa. "41
While the derivation of the word is uncertain, it is known what the
Usorua stands for; United States of North America and I for euphony. Wright
first used the term in print in a May 1927 Architectural Record article, 'The
Architect and the Machine," "America (or let us say Usonia - meaning the
United States - because Canada and Brazil are America too) is committed to the
machine and is machine-made to a terrifjdng degree."42
Usonia should not be confused with Utopia. Wright said that Usonia was
not going "to join so many harmless dreams that come and go like glowing
fireflies in July Meadows."43 In the United States during the mid-nineteenth
century there were over a hundred Utopians societies, such as Robert Owen's
New Harmony colony in Indiana,44 but Wright's residential commimities are
not Utopian, just organic in their architecture and way of life. What typifies the
Usonian house is that it "is always hungry for ground, lives by it becoming an
integral feature of it."45
In 1937, a 70-year-old Wright built his first Usonian 'style' house. This
period of Wright's career, which includes building economical, orgaiuc
residences, was sparked by Herbert Jacobs' request for a $5,000 house (fig. 1.7).
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After moving to Madison, Wisconsin, Jacobs had trouble finding an affordable
house, and on the suggestion of a relative went to Taliesin to ask Wright if he
could design his family a house.
Then, on the way out, we were - my wife and I - trying
to think what is it that we can tell this great man - the
architect of rich clients - what can we say that would
interest him in our very small case?...Mr. Wright told
us that we were the first clients that had ever asked
him to build a low-cost house...Then he said, 'Do you
really want a $5,000 house? Most people want a $10,000
house for $5,000'...The bill I paid was for $5,500 which
included Mr. Wright's fee of $450. 46
This modest figure is seen under a clearer light if one considers that "the average
cost of a house in 1928 was $4,937."47 Using the price of a home during the
previous decade means that this was to be a truly cost efficient residence.
Kenneth Jackson, author of Crabgrass Frontier, notes that the Usonian
design grew as a response to the changing housing needs of prewar America.
Led by Frank Lloyd Wright, architects answered the
need for simpler lifestyles and servantless domesticity
by reviving Andrew Jackson Downing's
nineteenth-century notion of the functional house.
Wright's Usonian style of the 1930's emphasized
one-story homes with low-slung roofs, carports, and
generous amounts of glass. This model for the 'ranch'
houses would continue to characterize suburban
development after World War IL^S
In its pure form, the Usonian house was an alternative to the Tudor, Queen
Aime, and Colonial Revival styles commonly reproduced in suburban develop-
ments. Although the Usonian house was a design for an entire organic way of
life, it was distilled down into the ranch house and was reproduced across the
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nation.49 in a 1939 lecture Wright commented on the original Usonian house
type:
Having built this house, some of my colleagues, I am
told, said that this was just a stunt and that I would
never build another. But, being of the opinion that to
build these houses is the one most important thing in
our country for an architect to do, I pledged myself to
do forty of them. We are now on our twenty-seventh,
and I want to assure you that there is nothing more
interesting or more important in this world today than
trying to put into the houses in which our typical best
citizens live something of the quality of a genuine
work of art; but nothing is more arduous, nothing is
more exhausting and difficult. ^^
Wright's promise to design forty Usonian houses underestimated the
number actually built. In The Natural House (1954), Wright wrote, "We have
built over a hundred of them now in nearly all our states."51 The figure given
by Patrick Meehan, author of Frank Lloyd Wright: A Research Guide to Archival
Research, differs from Wright's total. Meehan concluded that between 1937 and
1942, the period of Wright's career that Meehan refers to as 'Usorua', eighty-eight
designs were completed. This represents a mere nine percent of his total work;
among these, 54 were single family residences. ^^ John Sergeant has created five
sub-categories that relate to the floor plans of Usonian houses: polliwog, in-line,
diagonal, hexagonal, and raised.^^ The polliwog plan, as seen in the Jacobs
House, reflects swirling growth that allows additions to be placed at the tail if
needed. The in-line is rectangular in design, with the various rooms placed in a
row. The diagonal and hexagonal types reflect the module used to design the
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house, and the raised Usonian is similar to the in-line type, with the exception
that the living quarters are on an upper level separated from the grotmd.
Seven years after the first Usonian house was built, it became the standard
house t3^e in three of Wright's prewar residential communities. In a 1939
London lecture Wright said that:
...at the moment...we are building in Broadacre style a
group of eight houses on forty acres, and for whom, do
you suppose? For the university professors of the State
University at Lansing, Michigan. I call that heaping
coals of fire on my own head but practical progress; our
professors - philosophy, etc., etc., - are getting Broadacre
religion too!^
Due to the Federal Housing Administration's opinion that the houses were
unstable, only one was completed, the Goetsch-Winckler House in 1939 (fig. 1.8).
Constructed near Lansing, in Okemos, Michigan, this group of homes was to be
called Usonia I (fig. 1.9). The original site plan is rather simple, with the houses
accessed by a road that loops around the central farm unit and caretaker's house.
Wright included plans for farms in many of his plaimed communities,
the largest at Taliesin. In the third evening of his London Lecture series, Wright
commented on the busy life at his home and studio. "There are very many
things to do because we have several hundred acres of 'farm,' and in addition we
are practicing architects."^^ Wright had experienced life on the farm in his
youth and continued to include farms in the future plans.
I was getting to be sort of a 'Little Lord Fauntleroy'
growing up there in a special school in Boston and I
had long curls, finger curls that mothers like to put on
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the heads of their little darlings. ..And when she
[Wright's mother] saw this going too far, why she cut
those curls from the back of my head and sent me off
to my Uncle James on the farm. And Uncle James
took over my education at that point. I was eleven
when I went up there. And every summer up to the
age of eighteen I went to the farm. And I never went
to school the prim term...of my life because the farm
was so much more fascinating and instructive. ^^
At the site in Lansing, Wright's suggestion for a farm was, "eagerly taken up by
the group as a step toward self sufficiency.''^^ Although the future residents of
Usonia I were excited about the project, the government stepped in to express its
disapproval. "Government experts' opiruon reported 'the walls will not support
the roof; floor-heating is impractical; the unusual design makes subsequent sales
a hazard. '"58
Wright's 1939 design for another group of Usonian houses, Suntop
Homes (fig. 1.10), met with similar disapproval. The units, also known as
quadruple or doverleaf houses, were built in Ardmore, Peimsylvania, a suburb
of Philadelphia, at a cost of $16,000. Each home was one quarter of the building's
floor plan (fig. 1.11), and consisted of a basement, ground floor for the carport and
living room, a mezzanine level of bed rooms and kitchen, topped by the sun
terraces of the penthouse. The design's floor plan recalls Wright's St. Mark's
Tower project of 1929 (figs. 1.12 & 1.13), with its cruciform core that divided each
floor into four units. Ardmore's units exhibit an economy of space, the type of
thoughtful planriing that was Wright's hallmark. Wright's original design
called for four of these structures to be built, but due to local opposition only one
was realized.
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When Frank Lloyd Wright, the bad boy of modern
architecture, tackled the problem of low-cost housing
in the suburbs, he found a solution - but Ardmore,
Pa....didn't like it. This ultra-modern, four-family
house has been a thorn in the side of the citizens of
Ardmore for ten months now. At first petitions
poured in to town officials, pointing out that the
experimental house was a detriment to local property
values. Then the township passed a ruling banning the
building of any more of the houses like this in the
locality. 59
Wright's version of the Suntop controversy was, "we are just building in
Philadelphia a little group of houses called the Ardmore Experiment. That
experiment could not be passed under the building codes, so we managed to
have the code abrogated. "^^
Ardmore's one completed multiple-house was a victory when compared
with the Pittsfield, Massachusetts project for one hundred homes that was
prevented from progressing past the drawing board. In August of 1941, Wright,
along with other notable architects of the day - Marcel Breuer, Walter Gropius,
Louis L Kahn, Richard Neutra, Eero and Eliel Saarinen, was contacted to design
public housing. Wright's assigimient in this case was to create "100 dwelling
units for workers at an ordnance plant producing rifles, situated in the rolling
Berkshire Hills."^^ Wright accepted the job saying "My country has never before
called on me. If you [the chief of the Plaiming Section, Talbot Wegg] are serious
and want me to work for you, I will do it and you will be proud of the results."^^
The form of the houses was a cloverleaf, similar to that foimd in the Suntop
Homes built two years earlier, but slightiy larger and with a change in the levels'
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uses. The progression upward went from ground floor with its living room and
carport to the master bedroom and kitchen on the mezzanine, followed by the
penthouse's additional bedrooms and sun deck, all beneath a roof garden (fig.
14). The sense of privacy and ownership is stressed, in this project:
No entrance to any dwelling in the group is beside any
other entrance to another dwelling. So far as any
individual can know, the entire group is his home. He
is entirely unaware of the activities of his neighbors.
There is no looking from front windows to backyards:
all the private functions of family life are here
independent of those of any other family. 63
A third characteristic of Wright's residential designs was efficiency.
"Family processes are conveniently centralized on the mezzanine next [to] the
master bedroom and bath, where the mistress of the house can turn a pancake
with one hand while chucking the baby into a bath with the other, father
meantime sitting at his dinner, lord of it all, daughter meantime having the
privacy of the front room below for the entertairunent of her friends."^ This
romanticized picture of life in Pittsfield was never realized due to local
politicians, who objected to a Wisconsin architect desigrung a Massachusetts site
rather than an in-state architect. After Wright was dismissed he noted,
"although the government offered to buy what I had done, I declined to sell it
because I would have no positive control over execution. And so this project is
still one of the best shots in our locker. In this scheme, standardization is no
barrier to the quality of infirute variety to be observed in nature."^^ (fig. 1.15)
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The Pittsfield, Massachusetts project and the outbreak of the Second
World War mark the dose of another phase in Wright's career. The years
Patrick Meehan calls 'Usonia/ lead into 'New Forms and Old Friendships,'
which Meehan dates between 1943 and 1949.66 Wright continued to design
residential communities featuring the Usonian house after the war; among these
sites are Kalamazoo, Michigan and Pleasantville, New York. As with his
developments around 1940, Wright continued to design in the spirit of
Broadacre's principles, which sharply contrasted the work of his contemporaries,
particularly Abraham Levitt and his sons. The communities bearing the Levitt's
name were "nothing but house after house after house - all much the same,
...mass-produced 'little boxes,"'67 while Wright's Pittsfield plan has the
possibility of 'infinite variety'.
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CHAPTER TWO : AMERICAN POST-WAR SUBURBS
The dose of World War n signaled that Americans could once again turn
their attention to the pursuit of affordable housing. The United States, however,
was experiencing a housing shortage combined with postwar inflation.
"Through sixteen years of depression and war, the residential construction
industry had been dormant, with new home starts averaging less then 100,000
per year."l This lack of housing was compounded by returning servicemen, and
an increasing number of families, seeking the 'American Dream', of owning a
house. To meet the increased housing demand, "The most conservative reports
from the government's National Housing Agency estimated that the country
needed at least 5 million new uiuts immediately and a total of 12.5 million over
the next decade."^ Responding to the postwar need, housing starts began to rise
due to advances in the building trade and materials, as well as financing pro-
grams such as low interest loans and co-operatives ventures.
During the 1950's, the average family size was increasing and the 1920's
belief that a single-family detached house was the best setting for raising children
was still part of popular mythology. The marriage rate began a sharp increase in
1940 which reached 22 per 1,000 in 1943, the highest in two decades. "^ As house-
holds grew, "the government and industry both played up the suburban house to
the families of absent servicemen, and between 1941 and 1946 some of the
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nation's most promising architects published their 'dream houses' in a series in
the Ladies ' Home Journal."^ As more American families required housing, the
government and the construction industry responded with a larger supply of
housing that was affordable.
The government helped to eleviate the problem of high demand for
housing through a second type of financing program; the first being FHA loans.
In 1944 the Servicemen's Readjustment Act created the Veterans Administration
(VA), which began the veterans' mortgage guarantee program, better known as
the GI Bill of Rights. This financing program enabled veterans to borrow the
total appraised value of a house without a down payment.^ The Readjustment
Act "gave official endorsement and support to the view that the 16 million GI's
of World War n should return to civilian life with a home of their own."^ As
purchasing power grew stronger, a housing boom occurred and "Single-family
housing starts spurted from only 114,000 in 1944, to 937,000 in 1946, to 1,183,000 in
1948, and to 1,692,000 in 1950, an all-time high."8 Homes became more accessible
to American families, through vertical integration of the building trade, the
efficient and economical design of the Usonian house, or by citizens pooling
their financial resources in co-operative ventures.
The 1950's saw a major shift in the construction industry from many,
small companies to a few mass-producing builders.
Residential construction in the United States had
always been highly fragmented in comparison with
other industries, and dominated by small and poorly
organized house builders who had to subcontract
much of the work because their low volume did not
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justify the hiring of all the craftsmen needed to put up
a dwelling....Whereas before 1945, the typical contractor
had put up fewer than five houses per year, by 1959,
the median single-family builder put up twenty-two
structures. As early as 1949, fully 70 percent of new
homes were constructed by only 10 percent of the
firms..., and by 1955 subdivisions accounted for more
then three-quarters of all new housing in metropolitan
areas.^
The large building firms of the 1950's are characterized by the work of
Abraham Levitt and his sons, William and Alfred. Although most commorUy
associated with their three Levittown developments. Long Island (1946-47),
Permsylvania (1951), and New Jersey (1960), "the Levitts were among the
nation's largest home builders even before the first Levittown.''^^ Through
precise building organization and vertical integration, the Levitts were able "to
provide the best shelter at the least price."^^ Each house was built following
"twenty-seven distinct steps - beginning with laying the foundation and ending
with a clean sweep of the new home. Crews were trained to do one job - one day
the white-paint men, the red-paint men, then the tile layers."^^ jhe Levitts
eliminated the expense of subcontractors by integrating their company vertically.
"The firm made its own concrete, grew its own timber, and cut its own lumber.
It also bought all appliances from wholly owned subsidiaries. More than thirty
houses, went up each day at the peak of production. "^3 xhe mass production
techniques responsible for Levittown developments include advances in
materials, tools, and subdivision planning.
After bulldozing the land and removing the trees,
trucks carefully dropped off building materials at
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precise 60-foot intervals. Each house was built on a
concrete slab (no cellar); the floors were of asphalt and
the walls of composition rock-board. Plywood replaced
3/4-inch strip lap, 3/4-inch double lap was changed to
3/8-inch for roofing, and the horse and scoop were
replaced by the bulldozer. New power hand tools like
saws, routers, and nailers helped increase worker
productivity. Freight cars loaded with lumber went
directly into a cutting yard where one man cut parts for
ten houses in one day. ^^
The planning of the Levittown communities was as regimented as the
construction process. Designed in superblocks, the developments featured
curvilinear streets with various fruit trees and evergreens, and row after row of
Cape Cod style houses. These settlements were described by David Popenoe,
author of The Suburban Environment, as the "First large city in the Uruted
States to be preplanned since L'Enfant laid out Washington, D.C."^^ William
Levitt claimed that, "We planned every foot of it - every store, filling station,
school, house, apartment, church, color, tree, and shrub."^^
After the planning of a Levittown was completed, then the prospective
buyer had the option between three house models. 'Their 1949 model had two
bedrooms, a dining alcove off the living room, and a potentially expandable attic,
providing seven hundred square feet of living space on a lot sixty feet by one
hundred feet."^^ (fig 2.1) While mass production facilitated the accommodation
of the ever growing number of home buyers, the issue of standardization versus
the spirit of individualism became apparent. In large planned residential
projects the houses were designed first, and the family needs were made
secondary. Personalized spaces and a sense of one's own place were of little
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concern to the developers. The goal of owning one's own single-family detached
house was so strong, however, that affordability was paramount to individuality.
Lewis Mumford, commented on the greatest flaw of Levittowns and other 1950's
suburbs, homogeneity;
In the mass movement into suburban areas a new
kind of community was produced, which caricatured
both the historic city and the archetypal suburban
refuge: a multitude of uniform, unidentifiable houses,
lined up inflexibly, at uniform distances, on uniform
roads, in a treeless communal waste, inhabited by
people of the same class, the same income, the same
age group, witnessing the same television
performances, eating the same tasteless prefabricated
foods, from the same freezers, conforming in every
outward and inward respect to a common mold,
manufactured in the central metropolis, thus, the
ultimate effect of the suburban escape in our own time
is, ironically, a low-grade uniform environment from
which escape is impossible."^^
Although repetitive Levittown-type developments constituted a large portion of
American 1950's suburbs, there was an alternative to be found in Usoruan
communities.
In 1947, while Frank Lloyd Wright's career was beginning a postwar
upswing, he designed site plans for Parkvsryn Village and Galesburg, both near
Kalamazoo, Michigan. In the former (fig. 2.2), Wright designed four houses; the
other sites were to be designed by other architects. The roadway is similar to the
one in the Lansing project; the houses are grouped around one main street that
makes a circle at the heart of the community. In the center of the plan there is a
community building with a pool and three tennis courts. The houses would sit
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within the circular plots that surround this large building, and that line the road.
Circular plots are also the main featvu-e of the Galesburg development (fig.
2.3). This project was to contain forty houses, but only four were built. The
Galesburg plan lacked the central core of Parkwyn and instead, the plots are held
together by meandering roads that curve around dusters of two to five houses.
Wright's use of circular lots is of great interest since is deviates from the
rectangular plot found in most postwar suburbs. He explains the rationale
behind them in a discussion of the Parkwyn and Galesburg projects:
These subdivisions are in line with that proposed for
the unexecuted Pittsfield, Mass. housing scheme. The
center of each disk of ground once located by survey
and diameter given, any house owner can tell where
his lot limits are. No lot line touches another
wherever the scheme is perfect. All interspaces are to
be planted to some native shrub like barberry or
sumach, throwing a network of color in pattern over
the entire tract.^^
In Edgar Kaufmann, jr.'s 1969 essay, "Wright : The Eleventh Decade," he
examines Wright's conscious and unconscious attempts to create a domain for
living that would give Usonians security and a sense of identity, through the
ownership of property:
Territory and environment are twin concepts that
dominate our hopes today. In the exploration of these
themes, we trust that a working relationship between
man and society can be reestablished between society
and the natural order. Here is the very source of
Wright's architecture. From the start, as he told it,
even before he became aware of his own direction,
Wright struggled to formulate a particular kind of
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territoriality, one more responsive to the environment
than was usual, or ever had been usual, in the area of
building. He called it 'the destruction of the box."'20
Kaufmann went on to cite the work of Glen McBride, a professor of psychology
from the University of Queensland, whose 1968 paper outlined the four types of
territorial behavior common among animals. They include : defended peri-
meter, domain center or hub, center in motion (which affects its surroundings as
it moves), and center in motion forward (which reduces influence to the sides
and back).21 Of these characteristics, Kaufmann saw that Wright's work in-
cluded the first two patterns, placing greater emphasis on the second which is
seen in his central hearth and living area.
As animals create a defendable territory with the hub located at the center,
Wright placed the Parkwyn and Galesburg houses directly at the center of their
circular plots. The notion that the land owner is aware of his property by a quick
visual survey is made easier when the house is at the core of a plot that is
circular.
Wright developed modular grids based on 60 and 120
degrees - hexagonal and equiangular triangles. ..with
diagonal modules. Wright's architecture accepted the
mobility of dance, it provided a structure for
movement, endowing everyday existence with some
of the expressive scope of ritual and ceremony.
Wright's work in a sense became an architecture of
happenings.
At this time points and pools of repose appeared in
other of Wright's projects. Clustered circles were
loosely arranged, as in the scheme for Ralph Jester's
house, or regularly arranged, as are the point supports
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of the newspaper plant project for Oregon as early as
1931. In the 1940's, tangential circles formed the
pattern of a co-operative development scheme, each
house the nucleus of its circular plot, all embedded in
jointly held forest land.22
Kaufmaim shows how Wright's work with geometry shifted to include circular
forms beginning in the 1920's and maturing in 1940's site plans.
The properties Kaufmann mentions that have 'jointly owned land' are
the non-profit Usonian co-operatives of Galesburg and Parkwyn, which
represent the growing trend to finance through co-operatives. Co-operative
ventures were not invented in the 1950's, but rather revived from the 1920's, a
time that had similar problems of postwar inflation and a limited supply of
affordable housing.
The co-op first came into fashion after World War I
during a period of inflation and shortage similar to the
present. The early ones were well-financed, but the
trend soon developed gold rush proportions. Inflated
building on inflated land was topped of by dubious
mortgage financing. The luxury co-op became a
speculative operation, not only for builders, but for
buyers who saw a chance for quick turnover and thus
quick profits on a relatively small investment, like
buying stock on margin.23
A 1920 Architectural Forum article entitled "Co-operative Ownership to
Meet the Present Shortage of Buildings," discusses the stimulus, financing and
principles of forming a co-operative. The article lists four economic reasons for
the growing interest in co-operative ventures and likens these to a dam that has
blocked the usual path of the flowing housing 'stream'. Housing starts decreased
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due to the high cost of building materials, transportation and labor costs, and
"the resultant unwillingness of the ordinary financing organizations to provide
the necessary funds for building loans and mortgage loans which are necessary in
great volume to meet the building demand. As a result, this demand has
assumed the proportions of a flood and is naturally seeking new channels."24
One alternative chaimel was the co-operative ownership system that was
popular after the previous war. "The reasons are not hard to find. In a period of
dwelling shortage and rising prices, the co-op...looks like the answer to a
builder's prayer. It eliminates the necessity of high rents, based on inflated costs
and continued over many years, come good times or bad. It encourages high
quality construction when most builders are cutting every possible corner."^ As
an answer to both builders' but also renters' prayers, the number of 1950 co-op-
eratives grew, and "In the post-war era, many observers viewed co-operative
housing as the ultimate source of shelter for practically every income group. "26
Although suffering from the same housing problems, these two postwar
periods attracted different tj^es of clients to their co-operatives. "Unlike their
predecessors in the gilded Twenties, today's co-operative apartment houses are
based on sound financing, good design, and special attention to the details of
comfortable living."27 The basic principle behind a co-operative venture is that
a group of individuals, paying rent in advance or membership dues, create a
fund for building or purchasing a site.
The members of a co-operative are able to achieve their final goal of
affordable housing by avoiding the costs of speculation and developers' profits.
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The property considered can be either an apartment building, office building, or a
group of separate houses. There are three steps to developing a co-operative:
A group of individuals may form a stock company and
purchase enough land for a building. They obtain a
building on permanent mortgage, making it
unnecessary for them to put up in cash more then 40
percent of the cost of the operation. When the
building is completed each of the stockholders owns
jointly with his associates the equity in the building.
Each is his own landlord, as his ownership carries the
right to the occupancy of a certain number of square
feet in the building, this apartment being under a
perpetual proprietary lease.^S
This is one type of financing plan for a co-operative, the stock company that
supplies forty percent of building costs, and rental fees that provide the
difference. In addition there are two other programs for organizing a co-op-
eratively funded project. In a straight co-operative building ownership each
member of the stock company is also a tenant in the project and there are no
additional units for rental to non-members. The final type of co-operative is a
hybrid of the first two plans; it has a stock company, offers units to renting
non-members, but also requires members to pay rent. ^9
The straight co-operative building ownership plan was the type of
orgaiuzation chosen by the original members of 'Usonia Homes Inc., A
Cooperative,' a development of Usonian houses in Pleasantville, New York.
The idea to form this co-operative is attributed to Davdd T. Henken (1915-85) an
engineer from Suimyside, New York. His goal was to build a "co-operative
commtmity of individually designed houses with an acre of ground for each
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family, about thirty miles from New York."30
Henken's spirit for communal living and organic architecture is in
keeping with Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer's observation that even a half century after
Broadacre City's unveiling, there is still a need for it to be realized in the United
States. In his book, Frank Lloyd Wright: His Living Voice, Pfeiffer writes.
It is high time that some fundamental radicals among
us gather together the loose ends of opportunity lying
waste all about us, and instead of laying more by
means of them project some such sensible plan for life
as our forefathers hoped and believed would be ours.
It is time organic sense of the is whole seen as an entity
that is now the greatest social need.^^
David Henken was one such radical who worked with Frank Lloyd Wright and
the original thirty-three members, to create Usonia n.
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CHAPTER THREE : USONIA II IN NEW YORK STATE
Affordable housing was a pressing need in America during the 1950's and,
as David Henken noted, "You have to remember that after the war and sex,
conversations about post-war housing were the most popular."^ Henken was a
mechanical engineer from New York City, who wanted to form a co-operative in
Westchester County with several friends. His idea came into focus when he saw
Wright's two-month long exhibit at New York's Museum of Modem Art, which
opened in November 1940. There, Henken would have seen a variety of
Wright's works, but the project that intrigued him the most was Broadacre City.
Henken's growing interest in organic architecture led him to approach Wright to
ask for assistance in designing a co-operative community based on Broadacre City
principles in New York State.2 In July of 1942, Henken addressed Wright,
I am writing to ask that I may come to Taliesin and
work with you. This is no sudden whim that has
come to me. My belief in the brotherhood of man, in
the co-operative commonwealth as a means for
achieving it.. .has been growing in me steadily...! have
thought long and calmly, and I stand ready to offer
myself as an apprentice.^
In August of that same year, Henken received notice from Wright:
We have your application duly filled out in proper
order and shall be glad to see you when you arrive on
October First. Your wife [Priscilla] will be welcome, too,
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whenever she comes. Bring with you warm outdoor
sport and work clothing... your own bedding
...drawing materials and what books and records you
wish...We are looking forward to seeing you and Mrs.
Henken in our Fellowship family circle. I am sure
you will both contribute much to our daily life.'^
The HerJcens' experience at Wright's Wisconsin home and studio was
varied and included more than just architectural design. Life as a member of the
Taliesin Fellowship was described by one of its charter members, Elizabeth
Kassler, in her 1975 essay entitled "The Whole Man." Although Kassler was a
Fellow before and after Henken (she was an apprentice from 1932 to 1933 and
then between 1948 and 1949), their experiences at Taliesin are comparable:
Mr. Wright preached 'the gospel of work.' Not unlike
Karl Marx in this, he considered meaningful, varied
work, integrated with all of life, as the base of
wholeness and creativity. Farming and cooking,
cleaning and repairing, were arts as biologically valid
as the design and construction of shelter, and to be
pursued with the same loving care, the same search for
inherent rhythm. Taliesin was devoted to the cause of
architecture and to the idea that it takes an organic
man to produce organic architecture. To be an
architect, one must first be a man fully human in
nature, an awakened man simultaneously aware of his
inner being and his outward behavior and
relationships; and contemplative action was the prime
vehicle for the raising of consciousness.. ..By the gospel,
Taliesin life was designed as ritual support of an effort
to be wholly present to the present and responsible for
it.5
According to Edgar Tafel, Taliesin Fellow and author, the average stay at
Taliesin was two years,^ and that is exactly how long HerJcen spent as an
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apprentice to Wright. In 1943 the Henkens returned to New York:
...to set about organizing into a co-operative the 80
some families who had at one time been interested in
the project. When they met for the first time,
however, only about 40 members showed up. And
when the group decided to assess each family $100 for a
membership fee and require each to save money
toward the project at the rate of $50 a month, only 12 of
the original 80 remained. New people kept coming in
however, while other members dropped out. By 1944
the group was well organized, was nearing its goal of
50 families, and had incorporated under the laws of
New York state as a pure Rochdale co-operative.''
The Rochdale co-operative system was created by English weavers during the late
runeteenth century; these co-operatives were based on profit sharing, democratic
procedures, and common ownership of the land.^ In 1944, following the
principles of the Rochdale pioneers, Henken's group formed a non-profit
co-operative, which was affiliated with the Eastern Co-operative League, a local
organization that ran a co-operative grocery. The next year the co-operative was
incorporated, and from then on it bore Wright's term, Usoiua.
In 1947, the co-operative purchased land in Pleasantville, New York at a
tax foreclosure auction for $20,000.^ Usorua II's hilly site is full of pine trees and
is crossed by stone walls and streams. The 97 acres they bought had, at the turn of
the century, been part of the Seabury Mastick estate.^ ^ Pleasantville was selected
from two other locations, all within a radius about forty miles from New York
City, so that co-operative members could retain their jobs in Manhattan. This
ring aroimd the dty has been called, "The suburban frontier, land within a
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SO-mile radius of centers of commerce and employment."^^
In addition to being forty miles for New York City, Usonia n is also ten
miles from the dty of White Plains and two and a half miles from Pleasantville's
town center. A House and Garden article of 1951, "Lots are Circular in this
50-house Group," gives a concise diagram (fig. 3.1) of the amenities near Usonia
n. The property, seen on a current map (fig. 3.2), has as its borders, the Kensico
Reservoir to the south, and to the north, east, and west, are Bear Ridge Road,
King Street, and Nannyhagen Road respectively. The selection of the site came
two years after Wright's agreement to participate in Henken's planned
community.
Wright's role in the Pleasantville project was described in the draft of his
contract typed on 'Usonia Homes - A Cooperative, Inc.' letterhead. On this 1945
letter from Henken to Wright, Wright rewrote his role in the project in pen.
Henken had hoped that Wright would design a large portion of the houses but
he was too busy with other postwar residences.^-^ Instead of designing the bulk
of the houses, Wright acted as project supervisor, approving the house plans of
Usonia II's other architects. These twelve other architects constituted the Design
Panel,^3 ^ho were to be commissioned by Usonia n members for house plans.
Members also had the option to request an architect outside of the Design Panel,
but his designs would also have to be approved by Wright before construction
began.
In his contract with Usonia Homes, Inc., Wright also agreed to design the
site plan, community buildings, and whatever houses he desired, all for a fee of
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ten percent of the total construction cost. Wright's site plan (fig. 3.3) included
fifty-five circular lots, each containing one acre.^^ These lots were clustered in
groups of six, which in tvirn enclosed an area of land to be used as a park, the
left-over wedges to be used freely by all of the co-operative members.
In Pleasantville's site plan, there is more regularity in the placement of
the circles than either of the Galesburg or Parkwyn Village projects (figs. 2.2 &
2.3). These three communities show the evolution of Wright's work with
circular plots. In the case of Parkwyn Village the lots are grouped along streets,
and the houses' locations are fixed in relation to the road's path. At Galesburg,
however, the road is secondary to the lots' locations, weaving in and out of the
circles. Pleasantville is the matviration of these previous plans, with its nine
rows of circles (the open spaces would also accommodate a drde) inscribed first
and the streets making their way through the development (fig. 3.4).
Wright's experimentation with circles in rows can be sensed by comparing
the Great Workroom (fig. 3.5) and the Consumer Products Sales Dome (fig. 3.6)
in the Johnson Wax Administration Building in Racine, Wisconsin. In the first
space, the circles are grouped on a grid (fig 3.7) with each drde inscribed into one
of the grid's squares, and large gaps were left over. When every other row of
drcles is shifted slightly (fig 3.8), so that by connecting each drde's origin a
triangular pattern results the open spaces left behind are triangxilar wedges,
smaller than the first gaps' shape. So while the owner's plot is kept constant, the
left-over areas are minimized by simply shifting alternate rows of drdes; this is
the scheme Wright employed in Pleasantville's site plan.
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As in the Pittsfield, Massachusetts pre-war project, Wright stresses privacy
and territoriality in Pleasantville's design. By placing the houses in adjoining
dusters of six with no two facades meeting, Wright prevented unwanted
intrusions on the household. The plan for Usonia n perpetuates this idea of
identity through land ownership. Since each house sits at the center of a circular
one acre lot, it is clear to the owners where property lines fall. This identity of
place and personalization of dwellings is reinforced with each family choosing its
own architect.
Wright's original site plan went through two different alterations, the first
by the Design Panel who changed it, "to better accommodate roads and maximize
the space in each of the lots."^^ The Design Panel's plan separated the plots, so
that the circles were no longer tangential, and Bayberry Drive made a loop, con-
necting it to Usorua Road, and not Nannyhagen Road. The final change to the
site plan came when the Town of Mt. Pleasant refused to approve it imtil the
circles were changed into geometric lots, a refinement which was made by
Henken. Consciously or unconsciously, HerJcen applied the theory of Loschian
Equilibrium. This econonuc theory states that the ideal shape for a market is the
circle, "But because circles leave empty comers, the demand per imit of the entire
area in the case of the hexagon exceeds not only that of a square and a triangle,
but even that of a circle. In other words, among all the possibilities of realizing
the same total demand, the most land is required with a triangle, and the least
with a regular hexagon. "^^ By reshaping Wright's circular plots into regular
polygonal lots, Henken used the same rationale as Losch, in creating hexagonal
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sites that abutted each other like a honeycomb (fig. 3.9).
Wright's plan for Usonia n also included a community center, farm unit
and school building, but none of these features of his plan was ever realized. In
the community center's in-line floorplan (fig 3.10), the second floor lounge and
kitchen open out onto a terrace and a recreation area. The function of the center
in Broadacre City was discussed by Wright in The Disappearing City, and with
the exception of the art gallery, Pleasantville's community center would serve a
similar role:
The community center would be an educational factor
as well as an amusement center. The art gallery, the
museum would be there. And as all would be laid out
in harmony with each other and the ground, each
center would take on the individuality of its
circumstances. Scattered over the states these centers
would embody and express the best thought of which
our democratic ideal is capable. There would be no
commercial bustle or humdrum here. All common
excitement would be reached, further on, at the service
stations. But the various community centers should
be quiet places for study, reflection and introspection,
in comradeship.!
'^
The community center (fig. 3.11) was to be located in the northern portion of the
development, next to several guest cottages. There is a school included in the
House and Garden 1951 map,!8 but that too was imbuilt and the children attend
Bear Ridge School, located on another section of the former Mastick Estate. This
map also shows a pond that became known as the 'Mud Hole' in the section of
new buildings. Another swimming area was created at the other end of the
community, in what is called the South Field (fig. 3.12). This area was originally
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meant for a farm unit (fig. 3.13) that was to be accessed from Nannyhagen Road.
Wright's tendency to include farms in his planned commuiuties is discussed in
Chapter Two. Usonia II's farm was to be "a demonstration farm, where ex-New
York children can find out what it is like to milk a cow.''^^
Usonia II's facilities were to be used and paid for by all its members, in
keeping with the principles of the Rochdale pioneers and the procedures of
straight co-operative building ownership. The financial history of the
Pleasantville group is clearly outlined in Prisdlla Henken's article entitled "A
'Broad-Acre' Project," of 1954. To join the co-operative there was an initial fee
of $100, plus a $5 fee for each member of the new family. Each month the
members paid $50 which was deposited into a joint account, but credited indivi-
dually to the members. It was this collection of money that initially allowed
Usonia's founders to buy the Pleasantville property. The land cost $20,000 and
by the time of sale, the members had pooled twice that sum or $1,200 per
member family.20
By 1948 Usonia Homes, Inc. had collected $120,000 and was ready to build.
At first they built 5 houses (figs. 3.14 & 3.15), then 2 more, and then 8 were
approved if the owners could get all the financing on their own. Lending
institutions were unwilling to commit to financial backing because:
The cooperative principle of nonradal or religious
discrimination threatened a lowering of real estate
values in certain communities; modem houses had no
resale value as compared to conventional houses; and
should the group dissolve, as was more then likely,
there would be gargantuan disputes about the jointiy
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owned water supply system, roads, and conununity
lands.21
Finally in 1950, the Knickerbocker Federal Savings and Loan saw that
Usonia n was indeed a sound project and agreed to a group mortgage. The
bank's president commented:
Here we have houses designed by Mr. Wright himself,
and as usual, twenty to thirty years ahead of their time.
At the tag end of these loans we will be secured by
marketable, contemporary homes instead of dated
stereotypes, obsolete before they are started. We are
banking on the future, not the past.... Here we have a
group that is setting a new pace both in co-operative
ownership and architectural design. We like it because
we think group developments offer both the lender
and the owner the maximum of protection against the
greatest single factor in realty depreciation - that of
neighborhood depreciation.22
The bank's agreement was to draw up individual mortgages for each plot, and
then the owner would have a runety-nine year lease that could be renewed later
by the owners' heirs. While leasing the property the owner would make
monthly mortgage payments, as well as community and maintenance fees. This
type of lease was common "During the Twenties, [when] most owners were tied
to their building with 99-year, no escape-clause leases. The only out was to
sell...Today, most co-ops are set up with relatively short-term leases and frequent
escape clause renewals. If a tenant defaults on his payments and cannot find a
buyer, he turns his stock over to the tenant organization. He loses his
investment, but not his shirt."23 If a Usonian wanted to leave the community,
he would sell his house to the co-operative, who would then sell the house to a
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new member as required in the Usonia rules.
Usonia n had a covenant, "Declaration of Restrictions Upon Land of
Usonia Homes - A Cooperative, Inc.", drawn up in 1950.24 This covenant was
part of all the members' deeds, and included such guidelines as : common
ownership of all the lands and facilities, building only year-round residences,
without fences (built or living), and no livestock. Usonia U's covenant differs
from those created earlier in the century, when homeowners' agreement were
developed to ensure the community's homogeneity. "The middle-class suburb
of the 1920's had covenants with regulations governing their style of archi-
tecture, the size of houses, policy toward cars, proximity of business and
commerce, and restriction of entry to ethnic and religious minorities."^5 Usonia
E's commitment to diversity is seen in its architecture and people. Architectural
variety was achieved because of the different members of the Design Panel, the
sites themselves, and the needs of the specific clients. So "...even though
standards of sizes, materials, and modules were established, and there are many
features in common, each house is the only one of its kind, a work of art with
the artist's signature."26
The fovmding members of Usonia n were from similar backgrounds, first
time home buyers with young families who were looking for a community
outside of New York City, and willing to try anything once. As the late Aaron
Resnick, a fotmder and Design Panel member, said, "I think there was a great
surge of idealism after the war, which gave us a freedom to do what we wanted
to do. We were united on several concepts. We wanted natural or orgaiuc
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houses, we wanted a sense of community spirit and we needed homes that could
be built inexpensively. And, of course, we were all admirers of architect Frank
Lloyd Wright."27
To ensure that the members of Usonia n were diverse, there was an
interview process for prospective residents. In a recent interview vdth an
original member of the co-operative, Mrs. Schimmel, she said the community
was looking for, "...one poet, one physician, one ditch digger...."28 Prisdlla
Her\ken's article describes the variety of the group more clearly:
They represent a cross-section of religious and political
affiliation, and varied occupations; teachers, dentists, a
lawyer, a doctor, engineers, architects, advertising
executives, salesmen, business owners, chemists,
journalists, decorators, and of course, housewives.
The ages vary from the middle twenties to the early
sixties. The common denominator is the willingness
to live cooperatively, and a feeling for modern
architecture.29
One founder, Roland Reisley, likened the original members and the first
days of Usoiua with the struggle of the title character in Eric Hodgins' book Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream House (1946)."^^ Mr. Blandings responded to an
advertisement in the New York Times for a "farm dwelling, oak grove, apple
orchard, trout stream, hayfields, four bams, seclusion, superb view, original
beams, paved highway, acreage, will sacrifice."^^ This sacrifice was not to be
v^thout a fight, and Mr Blandings was soon at odds with his real estate agent, the
former owner, a demolition crew, the local historical society, and plumbers.
Ultimately, his family's dream house was featured in Home Lovely magazine,
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seen by readers all across the nation. While "miles away on Bald Mountain, in
the midst of Surrogate Acres, beneath an uninsulated roof which creaked slightly
now and then under the growing snow load of a winter storm, Mr. Blandings
smiled uneasily in his sleep. He was dreaming that his house was on fire."^^
The members of Usonia n also fit the profile of the thirty-five original
owners of Wright homes in Eugene Streich's "An Original Owner Survey of
Fraiik Lloyd Wright's Residential Architecture" (1972). He concluded that this
small group was in the "upper middle sodo-economical level, educated, [with a]
streak of independence,... vowed never to do this again, moved in and spent the
next one or two years discovering unexpected delights,...[and] eventually became
resigned to dealing with a seemingly unending stream of visitors."33 Usonia n
residents commented on the visitors to their neighborhood in a survey I
conducted of the community.^ When asked about the reactions of outsiders,
there was a variety of answers: likened it to Eden or Nirvana; thought the
residents were radicals, nudists, commuiusts, or 'a nest of weirdos if not just
plain anarchists.'35
Visitors come to the Pleasantville development hoping to see the three
houses designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. These houses were designed for
Sol Friedman, Edward Serlin, and Roland Reisley. William Storrer aptly
described these works as, "three Wright designed homes were built close to each
other in [a] densely wooded, hilly countryside within commuting distance north
of New York City."36 There were two additional Wright designs for Usonians,
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homes for Irwin Auerbach and Sidney Miller, but these projects were never
built.
The Sol Friedman House was designed in 1948 (fig. 3.16), and Wright
described the plan after its completion three years later in an Architectural
Forum article:
The house rises from a plan based upon two
intersecting circles, one holding the main living area,
the other on the first floor level holding the work
center and guest room. On a second floor level come
the bedrooms and a children's play area, opening into
the two-story living room as a balcony section. 37
In a 1948 letter from Wright to the Friedmans, Wright explains the floorplan,
"The L.R is large because it is Porch, L.R., D.R., etc., in one space. Nothing
particularly expensive about it.-^^ The estimated cost of the house was $30,000,
but it eventually climbed to $67,500 after two years of construction. Originally
meant to be of poured concrete, the house had a smooth texture in the 1948
drawing. When built it was made instead from field stone and stone from
Pleasantville's Lake Street Quarry,^9 which gives it a more rusticated appearance
(fig. 3.17). This quality has prompted comments such as, '"Round House of the
East' - with its castlelike turrets of local fieldstone - sits perched on a hill, and
nearby stand 47 other modem homes.'"*^
In a Wright elevation (fig. 3.18) the casement windows are rectangular and
form a straight band across the facade of the house. In the executed design the
vraidows effected that band, but half circles were added at the base of the window,
creating a shape like an upside down Palladian window, which was outlined in
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Cherokee red. The height of the windows and the built-in furniture afford the
visitor an upward view into the trees, instead of down to the street level (fig.
3.19)41
The car port or car shelter, as Wright calls it in this 1948 letter, is located
roughly thirty feet from the house (fig. 3.20). "I Uke the car to one side rather
than part of the house. I hope you agree.," Wright wrote.42 The carport is
similar to the repeated form (fig. 3.21) found in the main office space of the
Johnson Wax Building (1936) in Racine, Wisconsin. This mushroom-like
carport is connected to the house by a masonry wall that wraps around the house
and then moves straight along the yard, and terminates by again wrapping
around the carport.
The circular patterns created by the house and carport are seen in the
interior of the Friedman House with its open plan in which each room leads
into the next as they make their way around the masonry core. The central
hearth is a prominent feature in this house. In Edgar Kaufmann, jr.'s essay,
"Precedent and Progress in the Work of Frank Lloyd Wright," (1941) he explains
the lineage of the inglenook and hearth as they passed from England's W. Eden
Nesfield and Richard Norman Shaw to America's Henry Hobson Richardson,
then to Louis Sullivan and finally to Wright.43
Now Wright intuitively was pushing ahead...,
approaching the insight that was to guise his designing
for the next half-century: the realization that the
essence of architectural expression was control of space,
and that mastery over materials and technologies was
ancillary to the mastery of space, that is, the ability to
characterize spatially the nuances and relationships of
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human needs and aspirations. Not surprisingly, the
inglenook suffered many alterations in the course of
this evolution. Its mutation proceeded from the
enclosed core, to the half-open core, to the liberated
core - an island that coordinates spaces around it; yet
the core always included a hearth and some trace of an
alcove. ^^
Although the fireplace takes up little space in the floorplan it is an inviting niche
that draws one into the heart of the house. The topography of the Friedman's
site was ultimately to influence Wright's name for the house. In a 1950 letter
from Wright to Friedman he stated, "The name for the house is now in order
and should I think have the word 'toy' in it - say 'Toyland' - or what, I wonder.
Do you have something 7"^^ Wright wrote "Friedman is a toy maker. Here is
the toy-maker's 'happy house' crowning its little toy hill. The little Friedmans
all over the world would love this house.'"^ Actually Friedman was in the
retail sale of records, but that did not stop Wright from naming the house
Toyhill.
The second of Wright's Usonia n designs was the Edward Serlin House of
1949. Serlin was an executive at Radio City Music Hall and his house differs
from Friedman's in that the plan is in-line instead of circular. The house is one
story and was originally to have two projecting wings on the east and west sides,
but these were not constructed, (fig. 3.22) and instead the plan is held within one
rectangular footprint. Wright's drawings of the house have several notes on the
construction process; he mentions that it is based on a five foot square module,
the masonry walls are reinforced by wire fabric, and the floor is 3 1/2 inch
concrete mat. As in the Friedman house, the concrete mat is red.'^'' The walls
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are a combination of stone, horizontal wood siding, and glass (fig. 3.23). A
photograph was taken during the construction of the house, showing Wright
and Henken, both giving directions (fig. 3.24). In 1970 an addition and green-
house were designed by Usonia n member Aaron Resnick, and two years later a
garage was added.
The third of Wright's executed designs in Pleasantville is the home of
Roland Reisley and family of 1951. Thomas Doremus, author of Frank Lloyd
Wright and Le Corbusier : the Great Debate (1985), describes the Reisley House as
"a typical Prairie house. Here, two of Wingspread's [the Herbert Johnson House]
four cloister wings, the master bedroom wing and the children's bedroom wing,
are laid out at a sixty-degree angle to each other. Between the two are a hexgonal
living room, defined with a sheltering pyramidal roof, and family dining/
kitchen area.'"^ Wright's plans for the house note that the module used is a 60
degree triangle, each side measuring nine feet. These plans also confirm that
Wright called this development Usonia n (fig. 3.25). The equilateral triangle is
seen throughout the house with indirect lighting which is housed above a
triangular opening (fig 3.26).
Built of local fieldstone and wood, the Reisley House sits above Usonia
Road (fig. 3.27), and appears to be a natural outcropping of the site. Each
elevation has a band of windows that are beneath large overhangs (fig. 3.28).
These windows channel the low winter sun into the house, while keeping the
summer sun out. This passive heat design in seen in many of the other Usonia
n residences. In the study, Wright designed the windows at the comers without
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mullions (fig. 3.29). Of this feature, Wright wrote, "The comer window is
indicative of an idea conceived, early in my work, that the box is a Fascist symbol,
and the architecture of freedom and democracy needed something besides the
box. So I started out to destroy the box as a building."49 The Reisley House is
certainly not a box, but rather a continuous living space. As in the Friedman
House, this house has a large hearth, occupying one side of the hexagonal living
room (fig. 3.30). Reisley wrote of his family's house, "CXir home has been
unbelievably satisfying. To feel uplifted by something beautiful - every day - for
40 years - Wow! It works very well and is easily maintained. Mr. Wright was
very kind and responsive to us. He gave us a jewel."50
Two additional houses that Wright designed but were never built are the
Auerbach House and the Sidney Miller House. In 1948 Ottilie Auerbach wrote
Wright praising his work, and after mentiorung a mutual friend, wrote:
Last August in a roundabout way I heard of Usonia at
Mt. Pleasant and spent several weeks tracking down
information. When at last my husband and I located
the land and met some members and learned that you
had agreed to design at least five of the homes, then it
began to look as if my dream might come true.
We have become members of the Cooperative, have
chosen site #44, and have notified the Design Panel
that we are asking you to be our architect. So that you
may know something about ourselves and our family
set-up, I am attaching some notes. It would make us
more than happy to hear from you and to know that
we will have the rare privilege of living in a Frank
Lloyd Wright house.^l
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The Auerbach House (fig. 3.31) was designed in 1951 and is based on a
equilateral triangle. The plan bears a striking resemblance to the Roy Peterson
House of 1942 in Madison, Wisconsin (fig. 3.32), with the exception of its
materials: the Peterson House was wood siding while the Auerbach House was
masonry. Both are drawn in plan to contain kitchen, dirung room, work space,
three bedrooms, carport, and loggia all within a triangular footprint (fig. 3.33).
Inside the Auerbach House, the floor was to be red concrete,52 and there are two
fireplaces, each occupying a vertex of the points of the triangular footprint.
Unfortunately, the Auerbach House remains in plan form only. In a 1950
letter from Ottilie and Irwin Auerbach to Wright,53 the couple feared cost over-
runs and had to break their agreement in order to find a more affordable design.
The design for Sidney and Barbara Miller's House was never realized for similar
reasons. The Millers were concerned v^th the expense of a Wright house and in
a 1948 letter asked if it was possible to have their original plans erJarged from
1,100 to 1,500 square feet at a cost of $10 per square feet. The Millers went on to
write that a 1,500 sq. ft. would only be suitable for the next four or five years.
"We're optimistic enough about our future to feel we v^ll have more money to
spend and we vvdll want to spend it in building for ovirselves as beautiful and
spacious a home as possible. We do not want, therefore, in building now a
minimum house to build one that will have to be completely rebuilt."54
Wright's plan had featured a hexagonal living room attached to a linear wing
(fig. 3.34). The Millers ultimately did live in Usorua H, but in a house designed
by Aaron Resruck. Resnick's 1953 plan and elevation (figs. 3.35 & 3.36) for this
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project show his admiration for Wright in the way his drawing style emulates
the senior architect's.
The Usonian houses in Pleasantville were built by the Chuckrow
Construction Co., of Hartsdale, New York, and another contracting company
which was organized by David Henken, called Henken Builds, Inc. (fig. 3.37).
Efficiency was achieved by the orderly design of the homes' functions, the use of
standardized parts ^^ and buying quantities of materials for the entire co-op-
erative. Typical of other Usonian houses, these featvired gravity heating and
board and batten walls.
Gravity heating was a technique introduced to Wright while in Japan,
working on Tokyo's Imperial Hotel.56 Wright commented on gravity heat:
"floor heat - where the heat is in the floor beneath the slab in a broken stone bed
and with a thick rug on the floor you have a reservoir of heat beneath you. So,
you sit warm, you can open the windows and still be comfortable and the
children play on a nice warm surface and if your feet are warm, you sit warm -
you are warm."57 The process of installing gravity heat begins when the appro-
priate site is chosen and cleared and dug to the depth of 2 feet. "The Usonian
house has a simple concrete mat, as we call it, laid upon 5 or 6 inches of broken
stone ballast with no foimdations other than shallow trenches dug in, then
fulled with broken stone. The walls rise directiy on this stone ballast of foun-
dation belt."58 The pipes for the heating are embedded in the thin concrete slab
under the house (fig. 3.39). The house is then warmed by the heat that rises from
the steam or hot water in the pipes. Several Usonia n residents commented on
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the gravity heating system; 'After 30 years the radiant heating in the flcxar started
leaking and was irreparable,' 'The radiant heating is a time bomb,' and 'If I were
ever crazy enough to build another house, it would not have a flat roof and
would not use steel pipe for radiant heating. '59
The next step in building a Usonian house was to draw the planning grid
into the freshly poured concrete. In Japanese architecture the tatami, or grid,
was based on a 3 foot by 6 foot module. "...[Wright] combined the andent device
of modules with his nuclear theme to enhance the vocabulary of an architecture
of clusters dominating territories."^0 As previously mentioned, the three
Wright houses in Pleasantville each has a different module (fig. 3.39).
The second building technique common among Usonian houses is
making walls by board and batten construction.
With the exception of minimal masonry
load-bearing or wind-bracing points, the exterior
walls were either glazed or of the famous Usonian
sandwich panel. These board and batten walls,
...[have a] core of plywood...covered on each side by
a dampproof membrane, and the battens screwed to
it on both sides...This composite wall was strong,
gave insulation, and, Wright claimed, was 'vermin
proof and practically fireproof.^^
The building process was influenced by the Usonia n collective desire to keep
costs down, so the members did much of the early work themselves, and bought
materials in large quantities (fig. 3.40). "Electricity was brought in from nearby
and the cooperators dug a well and built their own storage tank and pump
house. They also bought a Quonset hut to store materials and supplies and a
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tractor and fire fighting equipment. "^^ 'phe sense of community was enhanced
with the members working together on each other's houses. As James Anderson
wrote, "Cooperation at that time included actual attempts at 'hands on' building,
probably often to the dismay of our general contractor, purchasing materials in
bulk, using early investments by all members to get a few houses started, offering
anonymous financial aid to members who needed it, and fending off
creditors."63 The co-operative continued to build houses until the late 1950's.
In 1953, while Usonia n was in the full swing of construction, Henken was
part of another Wright project, this time in New York City. Wright's Sixty Years
of Architecture exhibit was mounted that Fall and it included a Usonian House
(figs. 3.41 & 3.42) and pavilion which were built by "the hands of Henken
Builds."^ In Herbert Muschamp's book Man About Town: Frank Lloyd Wright
in New York City (1983), he notes that, "The Usonian House (1953) was the first
Wright building actually erected in New York City, and ironically, it was the last
private residence to be built on Fifth Avenue. It was also the shortest lived. As
the centerpiece of a traveling exhibition of Wright's work, "Sixty Years of Living
Architectvire," the Usonian House stood for less than a year on the future site of
the Guggenheim Museum."65 Henken's participation in this project and his
attempts at self promotion and requests for additional pay, provoked Wright to
write, "David: For supreme gaul [sic] and rhinoceros hide you win. You sold
yourself to me (for a second trial) to build the Museum Pavilion, under similar
false-pretences that I fell for in Usonia Homes : you had neither qualifications
nor equipment as you represented them. "66 Like Wright, some of the members
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found fault with Henken, his lack of experience, and the co-operative's
organization. Cost overruns and financial woes, lessened the Usonians belief in
the co-operative nature of the community.
Members refused to pay bills on houses, some were
overcharged for services, and many wound up
overcontributing [sic] to the cooperative. ..With the
onslaught, of financial problems...members began to
press for private ownership of their sites. The
community divided bitterly. Some contended that if a
family had financial troubles and couldn't meet their
obligations, the whole cooperative would go under.
Others, like the Henkens and the Resnicks, felt that a
true cooperative would carry these families until they
could meet their payments. "•^
In 1955, the members in favor of private ov^mership of the land and
houses won over those advocating the Rochdale principles, and the original
covenant was canceled and replaced. There financial disputes continued until,
"Finally, there were suits and countersuits over who owed what money to
whom, and lawyers finally settled the problems by agreeing that the Henkens
would be divorced from the Usor\ia community."^^ Although Usorua n was
rocked by the 'Crisis of '54', a strong sense of community still existed. In some
cases, residents refused work transfers, because they could not bear leaving their
neighbors or Usonia. One couple, after moving, realized they wanted to return
to the community but there were no houses for sale. The idea of building on
another site was passed, since the members contiguous to the proposed lot all
agreed that under the circumstances a house could be added.
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Once Usonia II's forty-eight houses were completed, little change occurred
to the built envirorunent. There was a proposal for the beloved 'mud hole' to be
developed into the Orchard Brook Club in 1973 (fig. 3.43), but the scheme was
never realized. Today, Usonia is currently undergoing a transition in owner-
ship. As the years go by, original owners are dying or choosing to live in smaller
houses and the homes are up for sale. From my survey, the median age of the
adtilt members who returned my survey was 64.8. To date there have been only
thirteen of the houses sold, and six of those were to second generation Usonians.
But the question looms, what does the future hold for this forty year old
community ?
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CONCLUSION
Today there are two direct threats to Usonia n, one from within, the
other from without. The first is the weakened sense of community, due to new
members who do not understand or are not aware of the neighborhood's unique
co-operative background. Unlike the founding families, the incoming residents are
one step removed from the planning/building years of the neighborhood and "the
basic co-operative community concept is diluted by some new members who tend to
regard Usonia as a nice financial deal - notable homes and sites with prestige.
Unfortunately these members expect 'services' to be handed to them much as
'services' are in apartment houses. The idea of everyone's responsibility for Usonia
is markedly absent."^ The potential buyers attracted today may have the same
communal spirit as the original members, but unlike the first owners, they have the
ability to purchase a house for dose to $500,000 (fig. 3.45). The new members of the
community must be reminded of the Pleasantville project's history, and told that
this is not a collection of weekend homes.
Usonia n represents a 1950's suburb that had an alternative lineage from
its contemporaries. The majority of suburbs at that time drew their design from
American suburbs of 1920's, including Forest Hills Gardens, Simnyside Gardens,
and Radbum. These conmiuruties used Ebenezer Howard's notion of the Garden
City, chosing to emphasize the combination of green spaces and residences. The
concept behind Usonia n came from Frank Lloyd Wright's 1934 scheme for
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Broadacre City. The Pleasantville development was the brain child of David
Henken, an engineer from New York City, who with the original residents, and
Wright, created this forty-eight house community based on Wright's principles of
organic architecture. There is a definite need for Usonia n to be documented, since
it is only mentioned briefly in secondary sources on Wright, a few magazine articles,
and one exhibit catalog. The purpose of this paper is not only to make new
members of Usonia n aware of its noteworthy past, but also the general public.
The second threat to Usonia II comes from the neighboring develop-
ment. Heritage Hills, which is on land formerly part of the Seabury Mastick Estate.
This collection of large Colonial houses can be seen from Usonia Road since the
developers cleared the entire site before construction began in 1987 (fig. 3.46). The
members of Usonia called an emergency meeting in order to discuss this growing
threat to their community. The solution was to plant trees as a screen to hide the
new development from the co-operative's view. The sense of invasion that was felt
by the Usoniaris is doubly ironic when one remembers that the community was
based on tolerence and respect for individual differences and yet the response
towards the adjacent development was negetive. There is the additional irony that
the original 'all for one and one for all' spirit of the founders was dismissed and the
residents' whose property abutted Heritage Hills were required to assume the total
cost of the new trees.
Despite the changes in residents and the surrotmding area, Usonia n has
remained as it was designed. This is due to the community's strict covenant which
has prevented major alterations to the houses and landscape. This regiilation
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however will expire in 1999, and there is a question as to whether it will be renewed.
If it is not renewed, an alternative would be to have individual houses or the entire
neighborhood designated as landmarks or district. Roland Reisley expressed his
concern for the community's future when he wrote: "Usonia should be Land-
marked, Historic Registered, Preserved. But many owners/buyers feel threatened by
that."2 Reisley's comment about landmarking was singular among the residents'
survey responses, but it is an issue that the commuiuty will have to address in ten
years when the area meets the National Register of Historic Places' requirement that
a nominated site be fifty years old.
Registration of Usonia U as an historic district would only pertain to the
physical structures and open spaces, while the important sodal organization on
which the community was based would be overlooked. This is not to say that the
maintenance of social formations is the role of the Register, but it questions the
validity of preservation. Historic preservation is suited for the physical environ-
ment and in planned communities, co-operatives, and Utopias the underlying
importance of a sodal network remains imtouched by landmark status.
Remembering that the rigid structure of these types of sodal organizations lessens
its longevity and leads to its inevitable demise, the fact that Usonia U has remained
stable for forty years should make it clear that the community should plan its own
future. In the same way that the communal versus private land ownership issue
was solved, change management should be dedded by those residents who have a
respect for the community's past.
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Hopefully, a mandate from a local preservation group to preserve the
area will be unnecessary and the covenant, with its community oriented guidelines,
will be renewed. This self governing mechanism was part of the original credos
behind the development and should not be compromised. In the event that the
covenant is not renewed, the nomination and possible museumization of Usonia n
would be an unfortunate alternative for its future, since its foundation on shared
goals, such as communal living and organic architecture would be forgotten
vestigial elements. Whether Usonia is protected through the introduction of
historic preservation or the residents' self preservation, this unique enviroiunent
must be preserved so that others may learn to appreciate its strengths, as discussed
by Prisdlla Her\ken in 1954:
The idea of any single co-operative may start as the
fruit of one man's thinking. To succeed, it must
represent the thinking of many men. If Usonia
prospers into the community we want, behind that
success will be the vision and idealism of a few people
in a generation of disillusion. It will represent the
devoted and otherwise unrewarded work of directors
and committee members; the inspiration of Frank
Lloyd Wright and his Broadacre City; the ancestral
Rochdale co-operatives; a financial plan born of our
needs and our aims; and last, or perhaps first, among
the membership at large, evidence of the democratic
processes at work.3
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Fig. 1.1 Howard's model for the Garden City (1898)
Fig. 1.2 Plan for Forest Hills Gardens, New York City (1912)
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Fig. 1.3
Sunnyside Gardens,
New York City
(1924-28)

Fig. 1.5 Construction of Broadacre City Model (1934)
Fig. 1.6 Broadacre City Model
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Fig. 1.7 Herbert Jacob House, Madison, Wisonsin (1937)
Fig. 1.8 Goetsch-Winkler House, Okemos, Michigan (1939)
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Fig. 1.9 Usonial
Lansing, Michigan
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Fig. 1.11
Suntop Homes
floorplan (1939)
Fig. 1.12
St. Mark's Tower,
New York City,
project (1938)
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Fig. 1.13 St. Mark's Tower, project, floorplan (1938)
Fig. 1.14 Pittsfield, Massachusetts, project house (1941)
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Fig. 1.15 Pittsfield, Massachusetts, project floorplan
Fig. Pittsfield, Massachusetts, project view
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Fig. 2.1 Levittown Model House of 1949
Fig. 2.2 Parkwyn Village, Kalamazoo, Michigan (1947)
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Fig. 2.3
Galesburg
Country Homes,
Kalamazoo,
Michigan (1947)
Fig. 3.1
Usonia n diagram
House and Garden
(1951)
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Fig. 3.2 1990 Map of Pleasantville, New York

Fig. 3.3 Usonia U Site Plan (1947)

Fig. 3.4 Frank Lloyd Wright's Site Plan for Pleasantville, New York (19
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Fig. 3.5 Johnson Wax Building, Racine, Wisconsin, Night View of Model
Fig. 3.6 Johnson Wax Building, Consumer Sales Product Room (1937-39)
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Fig. 3.7 Pattern of Circular Ceiling Elements in the Great Workroom
of the Johnson Wax Building, Racine, Wisconsin (1937-39)
Fig. 3.7 Pattern of Circular Ceiling Elements found in the
Consumer Products Sales Dome of the Johnson Wax
Administration Building in Racine, Wisconsin (1937-39)
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Fig. 3.9 Portion of a survey map of Usonia n (1950)
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Fig. 3.10 Plan of Usonia II's Community Center, project (1948)
Fig. 3.11 A Plan of Usonia U's North End (1951)
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Fig. 3.12 The swimming pool in Usonia 11
Fig. 3.13 Proposed farm unit for Usonia H (1951)
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Fig. 3.14 Ground breaking of the first house in Usonia n (1948)
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Fig. 3.15 Children at the site of the first house in Usonia U (1948)
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Fig. 3.16 Sol Friedman House, floorplan (1948)
Fig. 3.17 Sol Friedman House
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Fig. 3.18 Sol Friedman House, elevation (1948)
Fig. 3.19 Sol Friedman House, interior
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Fig. 3. 20 Sol Friedman House, carport
Fig. 3.21 The Great Workroom in the Johnson Wax Building
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Fig. 3.22 Edward Serlin House, floorplan (1949)
Fig. 3.23 Edward Serlin House, exterior
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Fig. 3.24 Frank Lloyd Wright and David Henken (1950)
Fig. 3.25 Roland Reisley House
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Fig. 3.26 Frank Lloyd Wright in the Roland Reisley House (1951)
Fig. 3.27 Roland Reisley House
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Fig. 3.29
Comer window
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Fig. 3.30 Roland Reisley House, interior
Fig. 3.31 Irwin Auerbach House, project (1948)
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Fig. 3.32
Roy Peterson
House, Madison,
Wisconsin (1942)
Fig. 3.33
Irwin Auerbach
House, floorplan
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Fig. 3.34 Sidney Miller House, plan and elevation (1948)
Fig. 3.35 Sidney Miller House, elevation (1953)
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Fig. 3.36 Sidney Miller House, plan
Fig. 3.37 Henken Builds, Inc. sign
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Fig. 3.38 Gravity Heating System in the Auerbach House

Fig. 3.40 Construction materials for Usonia n
Fig. 3.41 Usonian Exhibit House (1953)
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Fig. 3. 42 Usonian Exhibit House, interior
Fig. 3.43 Plan for Orchard Brook Club (1973)
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Fig. 3.44
Advertisement for
a Usonia n house
(1990)

APPENDIX ONE
Correspondence
The correspondence between Frank Lloyd Wright and his clients are
an\ong the Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities collection in
Santa Monica, California. The Frank Lloyd Wright letters have been indexed by
Anthony Alofsin, editor of Frank Lloyd Wright: An Index of the Taliesin
Correspondence , vols 1-5. New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1988. The
number listings after the letters are the Getty's indexing code.
David Henken to Frank Lloyd Wright
(H065B03)
Usonia Homes, Inc. to Frank Lloyd Wright
(H078B03)
Sol Friedman to Frank Lloyd Wright
(F073E04)
Frank Lloyd Wright to Sol Friedman
(F089B07)
Ottilie Auerbach to Frank Lloyd Wright
(A105D11)
Irwin Auerbach to Frank Lloyd Wright
(A121D02)
Sidney Miller to Frank Lloyd Wright
(M183B09)
Frank Uoyd Wright to David Henken
(E080B02)
7/17/42
12/23/45
8/31/48
10/23/50
12/16/48
8/4/50
11/15/48
2/15/54
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Al-43 Z>9 Pl»ce
8uiU2yaide, Hew York
July 17, 1942
Hr. Trank Lloyd ¥right
T&liealn
Spring Oreen, Wlaconoln
Hy dear Ur. ¥ri(jht;
I as tfo-ltlng to oAk that I may come to
TaliuBin and work rlth ycu, Thia la no auddon
vtilB that has oosia to m«. Vy bolicf In th«
brotherhood of man, in the cooperatlTe ccnasoa-
wealth ofl a meana for achieTin^ it, -- ir other
worda iLy deolre for the good life -- haa been
growing In bo ateadily through ny fire yearo at
collece and n;- oix ycare of ixjot-collegiate
tiuyloyZiOixt , I hare thought long and calmly, and
I otaad ready to offer Osyaelf an on apprentice.
In thia doi of deotruction, it doea not
aeon to mc out of i^lace to think of building
for the good life, Ky ccuroc of action from
college through the preocnt haa been act in Juat
that direction. Aa a graduate mechanical engi-
neer, I refuaed to lend my training to the
machinery of war. In the field of indi atrial
icoign, I worked particularly with aheet materiala,
doToloping net; forma tlirough inTcntiona in flexion,
Thia had ito practical aprlicaticn ir. the dcclen
for mafic Reduction of i.ack:^(.a anti dicplajx =:&dc
stronger and lighter by thecc nc.v nethoda. I am
working now in the rocearch cr.d Icvclopffient
laboratorieo of a company which apcciollrco in
architectural and theatrical lighting,
I do not expect th^t thio body of experi-
ence wholly prcparco me for the work I muct do
with you, I need your leadcrahir end your c--idancc,
OlTcn theoc, I feel that I can gror and make my
contribution, Perhapc you will wont to knor that
Si' TTifc under clondc sx.d ccncuro t>^oroughly with my
plona. After making proricion for her, there ic rerj
^ J
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little I can offer you in a monetary ray nc».
By iny latora during and after icy tpprenticcahip.
I hop© oaply to repay you,
I atrait your rcBponac eagerly,
Youro rery truly,
Darid T, Hcn^cn
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8
-A COOPERATIVE, .ncorporatec
I«»r Sir. l.'l-'-t.
*>M[>>i»<*«
In »c.-orli=;. mil'. Oif ;ul, c s.-.v. r»« tloo ato^t vn- :-0f • r»t 1 v. , »- ,r»
..'.inj our -.--l..!.., to f,r-,«r, V... conlrscl b»l.r,o ,ou .od th. ££-^raJl ir.
.
...<.. »M,«-k>. I.-,- coo^j;ia..t ipcr.it.ct .or ino., n^, not rt..i,a.<l br/oj. -o».v.r. t>*cut« o.' l.-i. <r.al .ret. cr your wor<. ., r»«ch- : thi,'
•-.I* cooj •rail v-x^ticTu^iCWto^l^''
i'
.-o.ltlsn cr li. ,.oi,. i.^,- ><,:*,. ,o<l tie coccunltj VjllMii.-f 00 ^
3; T;.it /ou -la d.-lja .1 l«-l t.-.. -,o --runlt^- c.D'.tr.
4- Th»l rou .U: d..l.,o «r.^lcr.r hc«B vou d..ir.. lep^ndlng .n ,our
Inc.lMtlon, lla«, »n<l C0DV»nl«nc«.
5; TiJl ,ou .1:: eo ov#r i;.« dr..lt£. tubilti.d by oth»r >r-:hjt«cti tr_^la«ur. tft«t 11. y fit into th. ,,.ii.r»l i.Hcn •cb«a*. <^y
7, T-^t you .1.: b« r.labur..<rfor your ofinA-uLtl t».irk ^.^^T^jn, ^
5::::r
4Ji*4.
yrjLL' s;>^ias:::^
I .-wi». li,i,d V.-..,. ko that you ciy y.rir., t.i.. for tb* boa^flt of Julr-5«roui^ \«n.,on. jar •ti3m«y.
T-:i ioa« l.Uy m .rit.a« to you 1. not •ttrlbul*fcl, to n.jUf.Dc* od tb.
f*rt J.' la, cc3^,n.U».. but to :v ^"n «itr«a« bu,yM», tryinc l^ crc-d
l:.irt/-.ix .^o.r. of .or< InU . acrml d«, . ard of ccur... th. i.r.p.r. tion.for tr.« t*ty.
T. .r. colo< ru.l .t.a. ^....x. Th» lofoer»t..lc»l iurr.y ihould b r».dy^hl« »;rl.-<, tad Ih. ictlT. 6,.na of Uh« forty Indlrtdu*: ho»t .bou.d
fc«,i= I.. I. »u^r. t. . • ^a.iou,, th.r.for.. for «wr .or :ln£ a^r-.i-r.t
I- l» c.a, ;<i*d ihorl.y.
I t:-.,i .1; I, tlo-intiy -.;. .if. y.u -.pd yo.r. til* boUiay .,»k;o. ^r.itMt . .-J,,, .r.i r.-.ltfal .^ar li,, ».-,od. T.l* -'tr»<it r.gard* .'ro.
Yi-r5 ilDcaraly,
/^*-
255 WEST 88th STREET NEW YORK 24 N Y
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u^ Sr^ns; t.^Zl.'^ '""'^ ""^* •-'~ -
Si5^i?L^^ Pjogrma rath#r beay/ for tteM hlah
2iS!Il.,i^^^'' "*^^ '^^ ^^^ ^ equeeSed m If
S2SiS7«r>JR*'^ ''?^° "•^ ^<^'' chlflren - giSetu««plAC on balooQy in MsmnlM* *»«»ofc
Ite ^%r\** ^^^^ btcauet It !• Porch, i«i., D.R..
>tothlng parttcuUply txponslTo about It.
I?! 2^^*^^ nto#ftlUt«i a abort epcioi leapt
•w»^ldo rathor than part or tha houaa. I hopa you
etnoaraly youra,
rrwHc Lloyd wrigjit August Slat, 1948
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hjf?«« - 13,675.00! ^S^^ ••*'' •• <^«
«" • T*Il..ln. '^•^ ^^'^ ^'^ •round'^o .oHf
-o 17 «• oouldnit i^^^
^
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b««n n««r«r to jotj all tb« tliM.
Italian Sh ow -
^ia***, tha r-or\a» an/l the
»y ^-'t t, y^ ^>,th an^ ,our lUtic brood .
81xu>*r«lj jour.,
^T9Sik Lloyi Wright
October aSrd, i©60
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v/1 —
> -^
> k/1 w"
M

B«TMb«r 15, 1946
Dt«r Mr. frightt
!• apoka with Davl* t% your lttt«r to hia about oto-
J??*)lU •? «»A«r«t«id that with prwant balldla« aosta
'i I??*^^* • ^i«kt fl«ir« for « food hou8«. ff« arrlTad•t that flMT* OB th« basis of sstlaatlji^ sosts at ilO. a
•q. ft. and flgoring onr InlMoa rsqulramsats at 1100
•q. ft,
^^^ rssheaJdag ws sos that 1100 sq. ft. will not glrs
5» "^o* *l^d of hous* wt outllnsd to you axtd wt hars daal-
dtd that tha $15,000. you Matloaad aan probably b« workad
out, Baaausa tha boaua-typa aalary I'ra baas raaalrlMakaa oxir flajaalal altuatloa Indaflnlta. wt would Ilka
you to 8U5s«st 1« your plans a portion of tha houaa whloh
oould b« allBinatad froa tha iMiadlata building mart spring,
ahould thla baoona abaolutaly naaassary. M%^t% assuming
that In your nota to Dsrld you aaant that tha houaa you
plan for us as Blnlaua llrlng standards would run aora
than 1100 sq. ft, and not that your aatlaataa of building
aoata will run auah orar |10, a aq, ft,
?roa oloaa aaaoolatlon with othar aaabara and thalr
building problaas wa flnT^that tha flfura of ilO. a aq. ft,
la balng aat oiily whora tha arahltaots hara atuek to az-
t..j^aa alapllalty of daalgn and hara takaa advantaga of
arary posslbla aaonoay aonslstant with aathatloa and good
building, fhleh brings us to our nazt problaa, ffa raoogalM
that arwi a 1400-1500 aq. ft. houaa la not tha houaa wa
want to ba llrlng In In four or flra j*tarM, la'ra optlala-
tlo anough about our futura to faal wa will hars aora aonay
to arand and wa will want to spand It In building for our-
aelvaa aa baautlful and apaolous a hoaa aa poaalbla* fa
do not want, tharafora, In building now a alnlaua houaa to
build one that will have to ba ooaplataly rabullt, Spaol-
floa&lyt la it better aoonoalaally to build now a llrlng
r_50B of say 500 aq. ft. and break walls through latas; or
to have • living rooa of about tO^:- sq. ft. azxd drop one of
the two aaaller badrooaa? Again, ah-ould wa cut down on
area In favor of keeping aoae of tha asthetlo featxirea of
a aora ccaplloated plan wa wotad adalra suoh as high alopad
oellings, ClaraStcry windows, skylight, aany-anglad design,
ate. beoauae auoh featurea would ba aora expensive and
dlffioxUt to add later than araa?
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^c^ - 2 -
1 »i?.!S^*^^f* "^J** ^^ ^••^'^ •««^» althcmcb w« thought
t*«i
of thj trp«, for IxutaiMt, of tout Xktb«rlM ffSoklZr
wtt hons* In B illjborou«b, oillf., 1940.
«*«>*7
inoth«r »«» th«t has b««a troubling ua is that althourfi^•••b««utlfttl sloped .Ito, w« did no? r«allM whan wT^
>•• It that th« slop* ran» doim east and north. Will this» it i*j>os8ibl« to utiliM th« beoDtifta Ti«w in thos« dl-
rtionsT
W* a«td your h«lp in anBwerin^ th«8« q:u«ttion«, v« will
•OU.J* raljr hsarlljr on jour diaar«tion — in faot, «• would
» you to go ahtad iaMdlat«lr on tha plans, but ws would
raoiats jour Itttinf us know as soon as jou esn bow jou
a rasolYsd our probleasl
Tours sinosralj,
Mj and Barbara Killer ^
last 14 Strs.t, lOP O^^ , ^^-r a
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4
Mr. DtfTld T. teikanUsonib U0B08
Fleasantvllle, N. Jf.
Tou sold youra^f to STtfor aT^sftFOTt? buUd th«
ffl fiS^rSS^^^ ^ Fepre8«rt;aa tha. fully tm thlrdB ofu.o imaxn^cted oosta wxj do! c^a InrolYad can be char£od
to your Idck of equl^jot aod InooBpetoDOo . You actu«aiyude row, or no ravofaSIo contr^cS at an nor did you
??.^^^i" Hi2^ tl *? correctly aa acti»l constru^lon
1^1^ ^r ^ wiqr, IMvld. 6o%B not sow aanao of failure
fS «?? f^'w'2 ^*^? ^to dv I had to oome down ano go IntoIt all myoBlt to get practically orerythlng m really got
or no ftiom. }ky^ you tole up "bills .
T^iat I dldr't trxQ\<t vou out itien 1 gradually discovered all
?i*-/?i? *^^ cbarge to your pront on this Oob. Well, yougot i^at you wanted. The huseua owes you nothliK becai»e I
2!?«.^V-if°Si^w if ^^^ was any ner to collect out ofyour hide for the direct advertising you devised am
received ^ way of direct adv«*tlslng tor others by way of
roiff own self -advert iseoaot, I woOld subscribe to that. But
there is no such way. So take It and get away with It .
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pace tw«: D«rld H«iic«a
tor aa to tbrow aor* mod tlM and tma^ max mttmr
reconaenaatxon that tboy do not pajr you om cwit nor*.
dVocti[o„^'?-eiSl\'jSir,?^'«'
*»»« rol.bur»-nt Uk. *.
ul3'Sio"?Vfor5''^
'^'^ «PTlonc- br « m your cas.
rrank Lloyd Wrlgbt
February 16th, l^
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APPENDIX TWO
Design Panel Architects
The Design Panel of Usonia Homes, Inc. consisted of 12 architects with
Wright in an ex officio position. An article by David Henken, "Usonia
Homes...A Summing Up," (1985) lists the following men as members of the
Design Panel and much of the information of the men who were also Taliesin
Fellows was taken from Elizabeth B. Kassler's The Taliesin Fellowship: A
Directory ofMembers (1981). In November of 1948, the Design Panel prepared
drawings of standard house features for the members of Usonia. The items
included were kitchen cabinets, shelves, casement windows, doors, and door
knobs. The most prolific members of the Panel were David Henken and Aaron
Resnick, each man designing fifteen houses. This skew is due to their presence
in the community. Since they lived in Usonia, they were readily accessible to aid
in the design of new members' residences.
Robert Bishop. FAIA (1908-90) was at Taliesin from July of 1932 imtU
March of 1935, and is attributed with the construction of 200 buildings. He was
on the staff of the University of Pennsylvania's School of Architecture between
1952 and 1960. Bishop spent the remainder of his life in Southampton,
Peimsylvania a cooperative community designed in 1940.
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Theodore "Ted" Dixon Bower (1922- ) was a student at Taliesin from
September of 1941 until June 1946 and rejoined Wright's attelier in November
1947 and left in July 1948. Ted, as he is referred to in Wright's letters, supervised
the construction of the Sol Friedman house. He went on to work in Chandigarh,
India and then settled in Seattle.
Kaneji Domoto is currently living in New Rochelle, New York; he was at
Taliesin in 1939. He had four designs executed in Usonia n.
Alden B. Dow, FAIA (1904- ), of Midland, Michigan was at Taliesin from
April until September of 1933. A charter member and Fellow of the group, but
he was never called on to design a Usonia 11 house.
David Henken, (1915-85), a mecharucal engineer and the organizer of the
Pleasantville project, where he designed fifteen houses. He went on to campus
planning and worked on the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York and Nassau
College in Long Island, New York.
John Lautner, FAIA (1911- ), was at Taliesin from 1933 until 1939 and has
had a large private practice in Los Angeles, California since 1946. He was recently
featured in a February 1991 Architectural Digest article.
Aaron Resnick, FAIA (1913-85), was originally an engineer and became an
architect in 1953. He went on to found and develop the architecture school at
the New York Institute of Technology in 1965. Resnick designed fifteen houses
in Usonia including, and also designed several additions in the community.
Paul Schweikher and Winston Elting of Roselle, Illinois designed one
house for Usonia U.
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The partnership of Charles Warner and Harold Leeds ofNew York City,
designed two houses for Usonia Homes, Inc.
Marcus Weston (1915- ) of Spring Green, Wisconsin was a Taliesin Fellow
from 1938 to 1942 and again for three months in 1946. The years between his
fellowships were spent in prison for his conscientious objection to World War n.
Weston did not design any of the Usonia n houses.
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APPENDIX THREE
Declaration of Usonia
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DECLARATIOH OFHESTRICTIONS OPOH LAND
•i,'i^ rTi»'i»ifly>yi [KtIiraj<;f:HJf<M
OSONIA HOMES - A COOPERATIVE, INC., a corpor.:-
tion organized and existing under the laws of the Stuto
business at No. -. .
Broadway, in the City, County and State oX Mew York, 1:. •
owner of a tract of land i,ith the buildings and i.provo..
thereon, located in the Town of Mt. Pleasant, We8tcho;:ur
County, Mew York, adjoining Kensico Reserroir, which tr .:
of land was conveyed to it by Deeds recorded in Weatcho-i
County Clerk's Office (Division of Land Records) in liL«r
AAB8 of Conveyances, page 326, liber uaS of Conveyance-,
page 357, and liber 4772 of Conveyances, page 89, and .i.i,
it Is developing as a Conmunity by subdividing into ploi-
and erecting homes thereon and leasing such plots and t...
buildings thereon to its stockholders by proprietary loa
XX nereby declares that it restricts said land l:
the following manners
1. All proprietary leases made by Osonla Homeu .
A Cooperative, Inc. for any and all plots in said coanun:
Bhall contain the following covenants and agreements!
A. USOHIA shall maintain and keep in good
r!?*;!".*,?.!^""?*.***®^ aupply system, community buildlr..
notice of any accident -
and repair the house, outbuildings, grounds, drivewaya,
sewage disposal and water supply systems and facllltlBa c
or appurtenant to the PREMISES,
B. The Board of Directors of OSONIA shallhave discretionary power to prescribe the manner of nulu-tainlng and operating the COUUOSITY.
C. The TEHABT shall not ereot nor permit.
procure or suffer to be erected on the PREMISES or tiny ,..
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thereof any building other than a one-famil:- j-ear-round
dwelling and outbuildings approved by USONIl, hoc- alter nor
make any change in the design or structure cf said dwell-
ing or outbuildings, nor, in so far as the ptrcel is wooded,
clear the parcel or cut wood, nor fence in his uroperty
nor prevent the free passage over it of othsr tvsaants- of
USOHIA, without the approval of DSOHIA, nor use or occupy or
permit the PREMISES to be used or occupied fir any tenement
or multiple family dwelling or for any public institution
or establishment or place of amusement or fcr aay trade,
business or factory or any dangerous, noxio-as or"*'offensive
purpose out of keeping with the general character and pur-
pose of the development, which is the establishment and
maintenance of a high-class cooperative housia^ community
made up of individual homes, each having the sanije rights and
restrictions as are herein contained; provided, however that
the office of a doctor, artist, lawyer or any other cus-
tomary home occupation shaiD. be permitted as aa incidental
use when not located outside of dwelling housed i^rovided
there is no display or advertisement "of any'kind t»ther than
the ordinary small name plate.
D. The TEHAHT shall promptly coBci>ly with and-
execute all laws, ordinances, rules, orders, and regulations
of the Town, federal, state, county and municipal govern-
ments, and of all other authorities, and of their department
and bureaus, and all rules, orders, regulatisQ^t or require-^
ments of the Board of Fire Underwriters or any similar body
applicable to the PREMISES, or concerning any matter in, up-
on or conneeted with the PREMISES,
erected on adjoining Premises or Community Land any build-
ings or other structures within fifty feet of any building
or outbuilding existing in the PREMISES or hereafter erected
on the PREMISES with the permission of tJSOHIlj , and unless
the Board of Directors by a two-thirds vote so direct,
DSOKIl. shall not erect or permit to be erected on adjoining
Premises or Community Land, without the permission of the
TENANT, any buildings or other structures witbin seventy-
five feet of any building or outbuilding existing on the
PREMISES or hereafter erected on the PREMISES with the per-
mission of DSONIA.
F. The TENANT shall have access to and use
of all the community roads located on the larger tract of
land known as THE USONIA COUMDNITZ, of which the PREMISES
herewith leased forms a part, on an equal basis with all
other tenants of USONIA renting similar parcels of said ,
larger tract. DSOHIA will construct and caintain such
roads. The cost of annual maintenance, repair and replace-
ment of such roads shall be borne and paid on a propertionat
basis by the respective tenants of the leased parcels abovs
described and shall be a part of the- rent thereifor. The
PREMISES herein leased shall be and remain bound and charge-
able for all such costs which, if not paid when due, shall
be and become a lien thereon.
G. The TENANT shall have access to and use of
the water supply system located on the larger tract of land
known as THE DSONIA C0MT.1DNITT. of which the PREMISES herewit
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i? SloMrf ;« !/*''*? ?? *» •1«*1 ^»»is »it»» *11 other •.
nfoSfS itiT ""? similar parcels of aaid largerDSOHIA will construct and maintain such a water
Bent of such water supply system shall be borne and '. f
L«nr«*i°"?** ^"^sis by the respective tenants oftl.:.
ll^n H^, H ": J^° PREMISES herein leased shall b« ..mai bound and chargeable for all such coats *ich, ii ..paid when due, shall be and become a lien thereon!
,
H* The TENANT shall have access to ana .
MDNITY, of which the PREHISES herewith leased formaon an equal basis with all other tenants of OSOMIA of
*
'
TP«Jir
^^*"** parcels of said larger tract, providou •..
proportionate share of the development and annual culi:'tenance costs of said facilities. DSOHIA reserves t:..
may from time to time be needed for the safety, euro u:.,cleanliness of the PREMISES and COUMDNITY, and for t»;uservation of good order and comfort therein, and tho ti',
2. The covenants and agreements above set .'.
eases of plots in ::.«ill^B iljtJTl#n T-Vi
CoBaunity, are restrictive covenants and run withtho III
under said '.c
but all
either as owner, tenant, mortgagee or otherwiee.
HBlMg III WITNESS WHEREOF, USONIA HOMES - A COOPEHa:
INC. has caused its corporate seal to be hereunto affli
and these presents to be signed by its duly authorisod
officers the ^7^^^ day of A7»>.e.^ , 1950.
Secretary
.COOPERATIVE, :
President
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STATE OF HEW YORK )
CODNTT OF NEW lORK)
) as.:
On the lyn d,y ^, ^^^^^^ ^^5^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^
JOHN J. «.SSON, to «e known, .ho, ^elng .^ „, dul^ sworn. ^
did depoae and say that he resides at / fa ii/est /4 f^'' ^
8ro.,^t;^^^^,f^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ President ol USONIA HOMES 1 V
A COOPERATIVE, INC., the corporation described in and which
executed the foregoing instrument; that he knows the seal ,,
of said corporatipn; that the seal affixed to said inatru:
^
ment is such corporati seal; that it was so affixed by
order of the Board of Directors of said corporatio.^ and thab"
he signed hia name thereto by like order.
Notary Public :^.^
"- T r..;.i:„. n.,-..n: or .".-.w ycti
i •- "1 n 1, r:-.,,ti..rCrm»T N,--. 213
tr' r ,1. 1 1..! •».,! <;, t- r-.-i'i Co. r.PVi Ni. Rii.M
1-. V. c^.cit . i;-.. 17', h«. :ro. i7:;.p^
Kii:>-. r:t. cii-!. lo. ic.), n»a. No. 20-->n.o
Itrou. C... f|:-.'. Ho. 2<i. n«ci. Na 3J.H.0
»**»-ni •.:... i;,h> >[„. 310, ri--. Ho. 133.R.O
i^u'e 'T^WnrPrEftlAN?' '" '""' " '""""" '^^ Pn'P-ty affected by this instrument is
:w^^"l'2il\95Q't^'t^^^^
DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIONS
..ni.D *. «.x, x;^:,u aT ^.^W- P. M. at request of T. G. & T. CO.
ROBERl" J. FIELD, County Qerk.^
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APPENDIX FOUR
Survey of Usonian Residents
The following is a survey sent by the author to the forty-four residents of
Usonia n who she had not yet interviewed. It was sent out January 21, 1990,
along with a cover letter and a self-addressed stamped envelop. Unaware of an
upcoming postal rate increase, the author put 25c stamps of the envelops, which
may account for the speedy return of letters. Twenty-two of the surveys were
answered, many with pages of additional comments. The original survey was a
single page.
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Names and ages of all fanuly members:
How did you first hear about Usonia ? What specifically attracted you to the site ?
Are you the original owner of your house ? Y
If not, how long have you been living in your present residence ?
and do you know who the previous owner was ?
N
years
Do you know what year your house was constructed ? 19
Who was the architect ? R Bishop T D Bower K Domoto A Dow D Henken
JLautner AResnick P Schweiker &W Elting C Warner & H Leeds
M Weston FLL Wright J Wright Other
What is your occupation ?
Were you interviewed by the membership committee ? Y N
If yes, do you remember any of the questions, or discuss the interview process.
What are the positive aspects of Usonia (both past and present) ?
What are the negative aspects of Usonia (both past and present) ?
Do you have any relatives also living in Usonia ?
If yes, could you list them and their relation to you.
Do you see Usonia as a successful settlement ?
N
N
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On the back of this page (or a separate sheet) please commer\t on the following.
- David HerJcen, Frank Lloyd Wright, and their philosophies.
- The construction/design of your house.
- The reactions of outsiders to Usonia.
- How do you see Usonia changing ?
- What would you like to see happen to Usonia in the future ?
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^^Names and ages of all family^mbers: ^ou^f^')^ Ic.^ l'^L,Ff CL
How did you first hear about Usonia ? What specificaUy attracted you to the site ?
Are you the original owner of your house ? /Y ) N
If not, how long have you been living in your present residence ? ^ 9 years
and do you know who the previous owner was ?
Do you know what year your house was consQ-ucted ? 19 ^/ — !^-p
Who was the architect ? R Bishop T D Bower K Domoto A Dow D Henken
JLautner A Resnick P Schweiker & W Elting C Warner & H Leeds
M Weston (^L Wright^ J Wright Other
What is your o^BUpaSonT^ /?g /^.^ (/ {PL.<,.:. /- ^Uy.-,.,.^ . ^7r <y U/^n^.U.. '/^
Were you interviewed by the membership committee ? riJ N
If yes, do you remember any of the questions, or discuss the interview process.
What are the positive aspects of Usonia (both past and present)''^ / •^'^^^''" ^'^, "r^<^L,^^
//6,;^>'^ n^^...i,^ <,-^^rTr- iJ-^^'{\r^ U.-.LiJ^A' -^ kt,^^. ^u.U ^^:.,^.....L. f^i.i.
^^ '^</^ '^^/''a"^_ Hrvi'l/i^ i *-? ! , ^,^ /7gt^<^' C^l^^s^.i ^r'^A^.i .^r'.^oddlA k\^v, /lfcl'^,1 , ;S
What are the 'negative aspects of Usonia (both past and1 present) ?
Do you have any relatives also living in Usonia ? Y (^
If yes, could you list them and their relation to j'ou.
Do you see Usonia as a successful setdement ? (5^ i
On the back of this page (or a separate sheet) please comment on the following.
/ - David Henken, Frank Lloyd Wright, and their philosophies.
2 . - The construction/design of your house.
?> - The reactions of outsiders to Usonia.
V- - How do you see Usonia changing ?
^
' - What would you like to see happen to Usonia in the future ?
N
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1. David Henken's dream of a cooperative, modern, affordable
suburban community was significantly enhanced by his
apprenticeship to Wright who, in his Kahn Lectures ( 1931 ) and
later elaboration on Broadacre City, and his development of
Usonian architecture, had set forth the ideas that became the
guidelines of our Usonia community.
2. Our home has been unbelievably satisfying. To feel uplifted by
something beautiful—every day—for 40 years—Wow! It works very
well and is easily maintained. Mr. Wright was very kind and
responsive to us. He gave us a jewel.
3. Architects, planners and more recently historians show much
interest and appreciation. In the beginning, late 40's-50's, many
locals regarded us with some suspicion: "radical houses and
people". Gradually that passed and now many see Usonia as a
"point of interest".
4. Age takes it's toll. In 40 years only 13 of 48 homes changed
hands, 6 of them to 2nd generation Usonians . But after the great
efforts, emotional and tangible investment of the early years,
most of us now take the benefits for granted. For people in their
70 's and 80 's infirmity can displace interest in community as a
priority. A number of homes must soon be sold and unless we do
something to reemphasize community values and principles--and
despite our by-laws and covenants—they may be regarded simply as
real estate.
5. Usonia should be Landmarked, Historic Registered, Preserved.
But many owners/buyers feel threatened by that. I am working on a
comprehensive documentation and history of this remarkable
community. Historians and libraries have expressed interest and I
am hopeful that in book form Usonia may be rediscovered by a
growing public interested in Frank Lloyd Wright, Usonian
architecture and related quality of life community values.
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Names and ages of all family members: <yAn\ei /^f)>g'^<t?/V
^
7<?
How did you first hear about Usonia ? What specifically attracted you to the site ?
/4a1 Jrf.'ei:^ .Ki PP^ ni^''/yygy- , l^ ii,f rJn i/.'krl jJtl-.J />^j/ern
Are you the original owner of your house ? Qfy N
If not, how long have you been living in your present residence ? years
and do you know who the previous owner was ?
Do you know what year your house was constructed ? 19 5^^
Who was the architect ? R Bishop T D Bower K Domoto A Dow <^DHenken_J
J Lautner A Resnick P Schweiker & W Elting C Warner & H Leeds
M Weston FLL Wright J Wright Other
What is your occupation ? "T<^ c-^ hT^^ Se.ryiLe^ "1 '>nf cfrfs t^f>ij^
Were you interviewed by the membership committee ? f^y ^
If yes, do you remember any of the questions, or discuss the interview process.
6cir litre" I
What are the positive aspects of Usonia (both past and present) ?
'^i-t^ Here- "L
What are the negative aspects of Usonia (both past and present) ?
Do you have any relatives also living in Usonia ? Y {N^
If yes, could you list them and their relation to you.
Do you see Usonia as a successful settlement ? GC^ ^
On the back of this page (or a separate sheet) please comment on the following.
tv W^ri^v
,
4- - David Henken, Frank Lloyd Wright, and their philosophies.
C - The construction/design of your house.
\fi
- The reactions of outsiders to Usonia.
<i - How do you see Usonia changing ?
^ - What would you like to see happen to Usonia in the future ?
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January 26, 1991
Response to Ciorsdan Conran Questionnaire on Usonia
Much of what is asked cannot be answered with just a few words.
1. On questions asked during the interview process—Since we did not want to appear
unable to accept people with different ideas, the most difficult question was whether or
not we would accept a fascist as a member. The question also included acceptance of
a communist, but I recall more problem with the former. We were also asked about
accepting other religions or races, but this did not seem to pose much problem to Usonia
prospects. (One disappointment is that we have been unable to attract many blacks and
failed to have any live in Usonia.)
2. Positive aspects—In early days it was the real sense of having to work together
on a common cause, for we came very close to foundering. There were two strong
attractions: the modem, Wright inspired architecture and the cooperative community
based on Rochdale principles. Cooperation at that time included actual attempts at
"hands on" building, probably often to the dismay of our general contractor, purchasing
materials in bulk, using early investments by all members to get a few houses started,
offering anonymous financial aid to members who needed it, and fending off creditors.
Although we presently are far from being the cooperative we once were, a strong sense
of community remains. Mutual help is now neighbor to neighbor. But community help
can still be expected in emergency situations. A worthwhile feature that has been
maintained is that no family is forced to participate in either the community tennis court
or the swimming pool.
3. Negative aspects—Nothing came in as inexpensively as anticipated. Some choices
on the purchase of bulk matericds ultimately proved to be mistakes. Financial problems
between members and resident architects became acute, resulting in one architect and
his father and mother being dropped from Usonia membership, although they still were
able to maintain their houses in Usonia.
4a. David Henken—^We were attracted to his innovative ideas. He was hard to deal
with however. If you happened to be on friendly relations, as we were, he was a
helpful. If you were a disappointed cUent, he had little sympathy with complaints about
excessive architect fees when building costs sky-rocketed.
4b. Frank Lloyd Wright—^Although we admired his ideas and skill as an architect and
designer, we avoided joining the fawning retinue that followed him on one of his rare
visits. His ego was enormous. Although we had a design panel which was supposed to
get Wright's approval on any house built in Usonia, it soon became apparent that
approval only meant that he would not stamp his feet and say no to another architect's
plans. (It has been disappointing that the banks forced us to forsake the simple layout
of circular plots that Wright laid out.)
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Names and ages of all family members: Virginia s. Parker. fi7r .i^mps t P^rk^r,?^;
Bruce J. Parker, 39; Carol L. Parker, 36 — both Bruce ^nd rami ^r^ not- li^nng ho.-^ nov,
How did you first hear about Usonia ? What specifically attracted you to the site ?
Feature article in N.Y. Times. Cnunt-ry sp1-Hng; mnHer-n homoc individually docigncd
"fj""^..^.!^'^^"'"'^'^^ ..
'^?"^^^^^' "^"""P s^^TgJ^ playgroup for young children; equal land for
all iiieiiibeis; no "class" ( economic or racial ) precepts.
Are you the original owner of your house ? 'f^ N
If not, how long have you been living in your present residence ? years
and do you know who the previous owner was ? ^ - '^-r
Do you know what year your house was constructed ? 1953 -J^A
Who was the architect ? R Bishop T D Bower K Domoto A Dow D Henken
JLautner A Resnick P Schweiker & W Elting ^C Warner & H Leeds'
'
M Weston FLL Wright J Wright Other.
What is your occupation ? irrrii Jj2.c.<^^ c- ^-.M ^'\<x^"^n. -t.^ A/. ^ C^ vu^'.-.^jxyLi-.^ CrJXs^A^i ^
Were you interviewed by the membership committee ? ' \X' ' N
If yes, do you remember any of the questions, or discuss the interview process.
What are the positive aspects of Usonia (both past and present) ?
Respect for both individuals and the environment; wide range of members both econom-
icaily and professionally; liberal political orientation; sense of community al iveness
.
What are the negative aspects of Usonia (both past and present) ?
Co-ops are given to policy wrangles by j-heir nai-nre hnt- hy ^i-t-^mpting consensus
( variation of Quaker philosophy ) much is accomplished.
Do you have any relatives also living in Usonia ? Y CjS^
If yes, could you list them and their relation to you.
Do you see Usonia as a successful settlement ? O^'^ ^
On the back of this page (or a separate sheet) please coinment on the following.
- David Henken, Frank Lloyd Wright, and their philosophies.
- The construction/design of your house.
- The reactions of outsiders to Usonia.
- How do you see Usonia changing ?
- What would you like to see happen to Usonia in the future ?
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David Henken: controversial figure, acolyte of F. L, Wright. David's architectural
philosophy in practice not realistic in matters of cost.
F. L. Wright: father figure and inspiration for Usonia.
Ours is one of the simplest houses in Usonia — i.e. no pie-shaped rooms or various
ceiling heights. Post and beam construction with field stone used for accent, a
"pavilion" feeling. Charlie Warner had just left teaching at Columbia and with young
Harold Leeds had designed two notable structures in Manhattan, Bonnier 's bookstore
and the Paris cinema theatre. We liked both the structures and the architects and
after a few conferences we took the leap. Ours is the first house Charlie designed.
F. L. Wright still had to approve all Usonia structures then, and he OK'ed our
plans adding only two rather expensive changes — for which we now are grateful.
Many people would drive through the Usonia private roads to stop and gawk and to
make such comments as "Won't stand up in a storm!" Architectural students often
came and were welcome. When our son was about six years old a small group of sight-
seers came to peer by pressing noses to windows. He ran out and announced, "My
mother says you're very rude!" During the community's earliest years rumors circulated
in Pleasantville that Usonia was, at best, a nest of weirdos if not just plain
anarchists
.
Usonia is changing not only in personnel as older members die or must move away but
also as the basic co-operative community concept is diluted by some new members
who tend to regard Usonia as a nice financial deal — notable homes and sites with
prestige. Unfortunately these members expect "services" to be handed to them much
as "services" are in apartment houses. The idea of everyone's responsibility for
Usonia is markedly absent.
Surely Usonia can attract people in the future v^ose philosophies are more than
life here is a bargin. I would like to see Usonia not lose sight of its founders'
ideals as a result of inadequate search for replacement members.
Best wishes on your forthcoming MA. Eons ago I received an MA ( in American Civilization
from Penn.
We'll be available for talking with you v^ile you're in New York January 30th -
February 3rd. The best time for us is mid to late Saturday morning, February 2nd; but
we expect to be here most of the other days between your two dates. Our phone
number is
Parker
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